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FOREWORD
The great growth in college enrollments, the changes in

the availability of 'positions for college graduates, and the
development in the science of testing go hand-in-hand in
making the problem of the prediction of college success of
greater importance than ever before. This bulletin brings
the attention of educators upon the work which has been
done in this field and the techniques which may be used to
advantage in solving these problems. In doing this it
brings up to date the practices in this field since the publica-
tion of Colvin and MacPhail's Intelligence of Seniors in the
High Schools- of Massachusetts by the Office of Education
in 1924.

The need for the advancement in the methods used for
the guidance of entering college students is evident in our
modem life. Education must more and more base its
practices on the findings 'of statistical and experimental
studies. This bulletin points the way for increasing the
accuracy of our knowledge about the possibilities of achieve-
ment of our 6ntering college' freshmen.

BEM GOODYKOONTZ,
Acting Commi88ioner.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE
PART I : GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE PREDIC-

TION OF COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
CHAPTER I : THE PROBLEM

FOR EFFECTIVE guidance of students into college workit is necessary to be able to make some articulation be-:tween the Eitudent's capacities and interests and the programof studies offered in the college or university. The place ofthe college in the educational scheme is an important item
in discussing the problem of college admission and placement.'Many educators consider the college or university to be but 1
an extension of secondary education while &then believe \that the college or university is for a comparatively few
individuals who are particularly able to profit by highereducation, and still others contend that college is a place toprepare oneself for a vocation. Whichever one of theseparticular views is held by a college will influence materiallythe kind of tegulations set up for entrance.

If college work is considered to be an extension of secondaryeducation it may easily be argued that the pathway to further
education (i. e. college education) should be made ai easy as
possible. If college education is of the same sort, essentially,
as high-school education, it means that as many individuals
as possible should have the benefit of it since universalsecondary education is considered by most educators to be
deisirable. Guidance of pupils from high school into collegein this case would have for its purpose the keeping of studentsin school for the required period of education. The viewthat college should be a place for a selected few to acquireculturea place primarily for study and the cultivation of
appreciation for the arts and sciences would require a different'kind of guidance scheme. Much sifting of student materialwould be necessary. The view that college is a preparationdirectly for vocations would also require that serious con-sideration be given to the kind of student\material.

The difficuliy level of the curriculums of the different
colleges will vary. to some extent according to.the purposesof the individtal institutions. That there is a great varietyof ability in sfidéit personnel in different colleges has been
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2 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

shown by several studies and particularly by thg reports of
the American Council on Education Psychological Exaemina-
tion.' The level of instruction in individual colleges must
therefore differ materially. Colleges having students in the
lower ability ranges naturally adapt; to some extent at
least, their work to their student body, but as far as the
makks obtained in the various schools show, no differences
arelliscernible. These variations in the level of difficulty
of the college curriculums )Lndicate a certain lack crf standardi-
zation of the meaning &the term "college." The problem
of Who should go to college? is therefore made complex
through the varyfiig objectives and du; curriculums of
colleges and universitits. The students who have been
educated in different kOds of institutions, and have different
capabilities, achievqnents, social backgrounds, personality
traits, and interests must be considered. This interaction
of student material and the college curriculums must be
studied carefully.

RELATION TO PRINCIPLE THAT EDUCATION SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO
ALL TO THE LIMITS OF THEIR ABILITY

Yputh always demands another chance. Insofar as any
system of college entrance we now have is concerned, there
is some truth in youth's insistence that he may succeed if
given a chance in any particular institution of learning. No
subjective or objective method of estimating success has as
yet been inaugurated which iseperfect. It is trwi that the

I most valid method for finding out whether of not a student
can achieve a certain scholastic standing or be successful in
an occupation is for him to trIbit. If, for instance, a student

p, wants to become an engineer, the most valid method for him
to find outif he can become one is first to attemPt the training

¡ necessary to become an engineer and then to go oui and
i attempt the job. This trial and error method however is

I costly for both the individual and -Or society. For the
individual it is a costly procedure because he may spend
much time in trying out various limes of work. In failing at
obs for which he is actually unfitted, he comes to believe

at he is unfitted for any job. .

It is costly for society to spend time an effort in educating
individuals-to do tasks which they, at best, will perform on

I Reported in various isms of the Educational Record.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 3
a very low level of efficiency. Both the individual andsociety have a staké in education. Consider, for instance,the studests who intend to practice medicine. There isroom and need in society for men and women who are ablepractitioners of medicine. There is hardship, however, onthe one hand for the student who finally gets through and isill-fitted to the profession, and on the other hand, for thepublic when served by poor practitioners.

Harold Clark and rs2 have studied occujiational dis-tribution and trends. They have found that there is noclose relationship existing between the number of personsprepario or asking for positions in an occupation and thenumber of workers needed each year in the occupation.They recommend that some system of following the changesin occupational diátribution be made and that informationabout occupational distribution be made available to collegestudents and others. There is usually no definite relation-ship between the number preparing for an occupation andthe number the occupation can absorb. 'This fact is impormatant because it shows clearly that our present methods ofvocational guidance do not have very clear working objec-tives. It shows that information regarding the relativeavailability of employment opportunities is needed so thatthose who are best fitted for different occupations, inspfar asthis can be determined, will be directed into them..The iDdividual student may say thrtt he is willing to takeall risks in placing himself in the right curriculum. Butsince it is society as a whole which is to be benefited by theproper distribution of effort in various fields some believethat the final disposition should be left in its hands. Assumethat thére are 200 individuals wishing to prepare for a certainvocation; suppose further that through the application ofaptitude mediures and other means and from a study of theneeds of society, the school authorities, representing society,find that only loo of the individuals should prepare them-selves for the vocation. Some error will result in this selec-tion, so that of the 100 selected not all will be qf the best 100.Some of the rejected 100 will be those who would have madegood in the preparation for the vocation and in the vocation
References and material on studies in occupational distribution may a found in the Feb-ruary 1934 number -of OccupationsThe Vocational Guidance _Magazine.
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4 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN. COLLEGE

itself. .Frcita the standpoinkof socrety this may be a defensi-
ble procedure even though detrimental to several individuals
because the total result for society is a gain. For privately
controlled institutions where the individual or the individual's
family pays largely for his education, the question is not so
important because the individual is taking a large share of

4the risk. Also privately controlled institutions may put into
effect, within fairly wide limits, any kind of 1: tion they
see fit regarding entrance. In publicly controlled institutions
the problem is more acute because there a large part of the*
cost of education is borne by the State; also it is there that
the greatest pressfire is found for the admission of students.
Indeed it has been so great that the courts have been resorted
to at times in order to force admission. Jarvis (61) in re-
viewing the 1:01 al aspects of admission states: ".

The admission of applicants in a public educational atitution is we
thing and the government and control of applicants after they are ad-
mitted is quite another thing. The first rests upon well-established
rules either prescribea by law or sanctioned by ugage, from which right
of Un no ion Li to be determined.

Regulations regarding the expulsion of students for failing
in,too many courses seem to be a mátter left to the individual
institution and are not subject to. ieview by outside authori-
ties. Admission regulations, on the other hand, appear to be
subject to appeal to outside authority. Changes in entrance
requirements especially in Stäte college's and_ universiti(is
must 13t5 inaugurated with very carefUl attention to the right
of, and with due regard to the reasoning of, various elements
of society. Particular care must be taken in usiAg tests
which determine the general intellectual level apart from
achievement in specific subject matter. This is because of
the rejection of testimoiiy regarding such mental levels in
some of our courts.

,

ARTICULATION OF HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE AS A FACTOR IN
COLLEGE ADMISSION AND GUIDANCE

cohiplete articulation of high-school and college work
is considered a desirable goal by most educators. By corn=
plete articulation we mean the understanding and appreciam
tion of the objectives of bth institutions.by4he personnel in
both institutions and the making clear of the relation between

lines of activity which run throdgii-both intititutions.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 5

This does not mean to imply that either institution will nothav,e activities peculiar to its own level. The presence ofvarious terminal courses in high school woqld not interferewith this concept of articulation.
Kelly (7-3) analyzes the tendency toward fusion. betweenthe high school and college. He finds the junior college tobe largely the medium through which this is taking glace.This is a movement which has important guidance implica-tions. Kelly in his conclusions states:

The outlines above represent five ways in wha the line which for-merly marked the distinction between high school and college is beingobliterated. First, the processes of education are continuous and per-mit of no sudden break between administrative units. Second, tbestudent-centered curriculum as distinct from the subject-centered cur-riculum is valid alike for high school and college. Third, collegeteaching is a prZifession calling for definite training as.does high-schoolteaching. Fourth, the scientific measurement movement is makingrapid progress in the college and bids fair to become the largestinfluence in breaking down4heificia1 line between these two insti-tutions. Fifth, and finally, the place of research as a basis for insti-tutional planning is now gaining recognition in both high school andcollege.

TWO GENERAL ASPECTS 01 THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THEGUIDANCE OF ENTERING COLLEGE.STUDENTS

In general, high-school and college education i a continuousline of endeavor to bring students to as high a standard of
knowledge and cultural appreciation as possible, together with
preparation for various vocations.at different levels through-out the two segments of the school system with which vie arehere concerned. From the standpoint of guidance there seemto be tw9 elements in the situation. One question, and one
whicii will usually pome first is: What level of schooling orwhat vocational preparation level will a given student prob-
ably attain? The other question is: In' which specialized line
of activity will the student do best? In the case of a few
students the last question will come first. This win hap*
sometimes when a student shows considerable ability iñ a
fairly Vetialzed line very early in his4cholastic career. If
this specialized ability can be shown to be a marked variationfrom th, general level of ability of tiltudent, this significant
varislion is the important item. In such a case the further
cultivation of the specialized ability is thg inwortant con-
sideration. . .
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

As a usual procedure the first problem will be to determine
the level of general education which a student will attain.,
Then later the important choice of specialized study or occu-

i pation can be made. This seems to be a logical way of look-
i ing at the problem, since general education is a pteparation

for an infinite number of life's activities. It is economical
\ for the individual and society to thus view education because
\ this plan offers the greatest flexibility for changing educational
:. plahs or readjusting of prevocational and vocational prepara-
; tions. As pointed out before, upon failing in the preparation
I for one vocation the individual often makes no attempt to

, prepare himself for another. The tragedy of this lies in the
: realization that success might have been attained in some

occupation on the same level i9to which a shift could have
been accomplished without much loss of the preparation made
for theother occupation. The earlier stages of preparation
for ¡occupations on the same level are often the same. By
shifting from one type of preparation to another there would
be only dsmall loss to the individual and also, consequently,
to society.

n
Therefore what is needed in guidance in the way of objec-

ve measurements and ratings is (1) a method of determining

I

1 which students way attain a certain level of accomplishment
in school or occupation, and (2) a method of determining for

1 any level whether or not a student will do better in one line
i of activity (school or occupational) than in another. At the

end of 41 various stages of secoudary and higher education,
it should be decided, naturally, whether or not the student
ahould attempt a higher level of education. However, it also
becomes iiicreaaingly important to decide as higher and higher.
levds of education are reached which speCialized line the
student should pursue or what shifting in his educational pro-
gram should take place. For inst4nce, it is one prediction
to estimate that a certain high-school student will probably
terminate his education in junior college. It is another pre-
diction to estiniate that he will do better in commercial edu-
cation than in any other line of junior-college endeavor. The
former kind of prediction may be called "direct" and the
other "differential." .
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 7

RELATION OF THE SURVIVAL OF STUDENTS IN COLLEGE TO THE
PROBLEM OF COLLEGE ENTRANCE

Freeman (45) raises the question of the use of tests for-
predicting the grade of work which will be attained in college.
He believes it is survival in college that is the best criterion
of success in college and that general mental tests have not
contributed greatly toward this prediction. He states:

All these investigations of the prediction of college scholarship haveyielded interesting and valuable data; but none, it appears, have dealtwith the problem which, to the writer, seems most fundamental; namely,how well do the tests of mental ability predict academic survival, re-gardless of marks? . . . If our results are typical, it must be said thatthe mental tests are inadequate as selective instrumenta at the collegelevel, just as any other single criterion is inadequate. Yet they have acontribution to make; and on that basis their employment is Nstifiable.
However, from the evidence collected to date there seemsto be no reason for changing our criterion of college success i

froin scholarship in the college subjects to length of stay in
college. In the first place, it can be argued that survival in
colli.:e is a poor criterion of success. A student may attend .
school but in the process he may acquire habits of laziness
rather than those of work. In the second place, there are a
great number of factors which are influential in bringing about
elimination from college. The influence of many of these
are unpredictable as, for example, factors related to chang*
in economic standing and the health of the family to which
the student belongs. In the third place, the very fact thatthe correlation between results on general mental ability tests
and survival is less than between such and scholarship
indicates the weakness ot survival as a criterion of success
since general intelligence may be assumed to be one impor-
tant factor in college work. Edgerton and Toopi (40) have
studied this problem of survival in various departments of
Ohio State University. They find that whereas the correla-
tion of the Ohio psychological examination using pprcentiles
with point-hour-ratio of marks average .45 for thg different
departments, the cotrelation between persistence in college
and the Ohio test is only .19.

For these three reasons it seems desiralrito measure sticcees <----Jin college by the grade of achievement; attained while in
college rather than by persistence in college. Tilere are prob..
bows arising from the fact that students drop out of college.'

1
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8 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

Therefore the study of factors incident thereto is important
in itself. However 4until the factors related to survival are
better understood it is believ.ed that success in college should
be based on the level of the scholarship attained.

a

METHOD8 WHICH HAVE BEEN USED IN DETERMINING COLLEGE
ENTRANCE

r-- The methods used for determining college entrance are
numerous. Brammell (12) m'ade a survey of existing prac-
tices of college admission. Methods used singly by a fairly
large number of colleges and universities were found to be:
(a) High-school diploma; (b) high-school transcript, (c) col-
lege bbard ex EG- nations, (d) examinations by the institutions;
(e) other examinations (regents, State board, etcè); (f) high-
school subject certificates; (g) rank in high-school class.; (h)
intelligence test; (i) principal's recommendations, (j) other
recommendations; and (k) personal interviews. Admission
requirements which have been used in conjunction with others
by a fairly large number of colleges and universities were:
(a) Transcript of high-school credits, (b) recommendation of
principal; (c) personal interviews with applicants; (d) ¡tank
in high-school graduating class, (e) recommendation by others
than the principal; (f) high-school diploma; (g) character
rating; (h). preséntation of bigh-school tubject certificate; (i)
examination devised and administered by the institution; (j)
college entrance board examination, (k) intelligence test; (I)
college aptitude test; and (m) other examination (regento
State boards. etc.).

Among specific tests which have been used by higher
institutions for college admission and guidance are: American
Council on Education Psychological Examination, Thorn-
dike's Intelligence Examination for High-School Graduates,
the Scholastic Aptidude Test of the Coll:41 Entrance
Examination Board, and the Iowa Placement Tests. A
large number of other tests including achievement testa
have been used by colleges and those named represent some
of thiise most widely used. The value of the different tests
named and others for purposes of prediction may be &seer-
tained to some exteibby a study of the results of stuaies
as . given in part II, chapters II, III, and IV.

it
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 9

From a consideration of the various facts in connection
with colle-ge admission, Brammell states certain problems
which arise, three of which are quoted as follows:

(a) The multitude of admission methods and combinations of
entrance criterii used by the institutions included in this study reveals
in an impressive way the fact that there are no recognized standards
in the field of admission requirements. The act4a1 reliability of,--
individual criteria, or vario.us combinations of criteria, and of no crit-
tents at all, needs to be determined. It needs to be demonstrated
whether or not tsditional entrance standards are worth the trouble
they entail.

(b) At present the manner in which personnel work in the higher
institutions is carrièd on and the character of information assembled
concerning students are reflections largely of the perponal opinions
and interests of the directors in charge. The value of certain kinds of
information needs to be established and a general personnel program,
recognized as good and at the same time flexible, needs to be outlined.

(c) Plans for 'the improvement of articulation need toe be judged in
terms of improved student population and their success in higher
institutions and not in terms of popular opinion.

The large number of different methods used by colleges
and universities is recognized by Brammell to be a sign of
weakness rather than strength. He thinks that if the
different methods of admission -were being experimented
with it would be a healthy sign. However, there is very
little evidence of planned experimentation.

The problem of admission has to be met by each individual
institution according to the kind of student body it wishes
bp have and., its objectives of education. This problem is
shown in the great variety of admission requirements, the
variety of courses, and the great differences in scores on
both achievement tests and intelligence tents in different
colleges. One observer (Kurani, 76) writes: .

A foreign observer who visits different parts of the country . . . finds
institutions refusing 5 out of every 6 applicants, while some are taxing
their facilities to the utmost in order to meet the growing pressure.
He finds colleges admitting students with a deficiency of 3 out of 15
units and others admitting only those who rank in the upper third of
students satisfact6rily completing high school; yet alliAtd to the same
goal, the B.A. degree, and, in the eyes of the general public, graduates
of both institutions are credited with equal attainment. Variation in
quality of work is desirable if it represents a response to a special
call arising from a genuine difference in levels of ability or achievement.
If the lowering of standards is resorted to as a measure of publicity it

179*-46-2
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lo PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

cannot be defended, for it defeats the very purpose of the college or
school.

i
It is only through measurement that anything approaching

accurate prediction can be made. The use of tests is spread-
ing rapidly throughout colleges and high schools. Especially
is there growth in cooperative testing in the high-school area.
A survey of the Office of Education 3 of such cooperative
testing programs brought to light a very great many such
programs. The acceptance of such programs by local
school administrators lies partly in the felt.need for uniform
records which can bkused for guidance. Only it-few orthese
programs have been evaluated for their efficiency in pre-
dicting scholastic success. For most colleges the prin6ipal
use of test results will be for advising the individual in regard
to whether or not he should enter college and, if he enters,
which course he should take.
Felt should be pointed out that in the testing of students
entering college from different high schools there is no
problem of accrediting high schools involved. It has been
shown by Zook (135) that the testing of graduating high-

1 school seniors does not involve the efficiency of teaching in
the different high schools because the initial achievement or
La.bility has liot been taken into account.

The purpose of this bulletin is to describe the methods
winch are being used and suggest the future lines of develop-
ment. in the testing of entering college students. General
suggestions regarding the kind and amount of testing are
made and the detailed techniques for evaluati**.the tests
used in any particul : situation are discussed. Studies in the
field are s oe oo ; -P,.: It is h?ped that this bulletin will in
some small measure serve as a guide or handbook- for those
concerned with the administration of the problems of college

admission or the guidance of entering college students and
also at the same time add something to the scientific study of
educatiod.

_
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__CHAPTER II : IMPROVEMENT OF THE PREDICTION OF
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP THROUGH THE USE OF TESTS
AND MEASUREMENTS

THREE TYPES OF TESTS WHICH HAVE BEEN USED IN THE PREDICTION
OF COLLEGE SCHOpARSHIP

THE PREPICTION ¿f college scholarshito through theI use of tests and measurements has been studied in many
different colleges. This method of aiding the determination of
which students shall enter college has been adoptedAby manr
f2choo1s. Tests are also used by a few institutions for classifi-.
cation and placement after entran6. A still greater number
of schools are using test results for purposes of guidance with-
out the adoption of spocific administrative regulations.

There have been at least three general types of testing used
at least experimentally for determining atimission to college
and for the guidance of entering college students. All three
of these approaches have shown a definite predictive relation-
ship between the test scores and later success in college.
The three types of approach are (1) the testing of general
aptitude for college work tthrough general aptitude tests (i.e.
intelligence tests) ; (2) the testing of achievement in specific
subject matter studied in high school which is also found in
the college curriculum; and (3) the testing of aptitude for the
attainment of scholarship in an individual college subject in
which the student is assumed to have had no previous train-
ing. These three types of testing for thé purpose of increas-
ing the accuracy of college guidance will be described by
using portions of the tests themselves as illustrations. The
tests used as illustrations are only samples of many different
tests which could havet been used. Results Cif studies with
many different tests are given in part II.

General scholastic aptitude test. first type of testthe
general scholastic aptitude testwill be illustrated by The
1932 edition of the American Council on Education Psycho-
logical Examination. There are five subteste in this examina-
tion, each one presumobly testing a somewhat different trait
or capacity for domg college work. The test items in these
subteets have been arranged in order of difficulty. Therefore
in mahng extracts to show the type of material used test
items have been taken from various levels of difficulty. In
the following examples the directions are used verbatim.

, , 11

.4
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12 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE
4

PARTS OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL
EXAMINATION-EDITION 1932

COMPLETION

DnuccwrIoNs: Think of the most appropriate word to complete each
of the sentences. The number in parentheses indicates the number of
letters in the most appropriate word. Write the word in the blank
space at the right. Do not waste too much time on any one sentence,
as you will receive credit for every word correctly given.

1. A (7) is a character dress such as is at fancy
balls, etc_ _ _ _ - _ _ ___________________ ___

5. An- (10) is one who prepares and sells d gs for
medicinal use_ _........1111 (10) _

8. A (7) Is one wo travels to some holy place as a
devotee_ _ _ _ __ __________________ 4IMP 4M. (7)

14 Pry (8) is meant bie atrocious killing of a large
number of Persia ___-____________ _ ._ _. _ _ -- (8)

17. A (8) is one to whom money is due_
23. (6) is rubbish, especially as results from déstruction__ (6)

ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGE

4.-

- - -

=0

410 4/b ma.

44.

g.

4.

AP

DIRECTIONS: Read the vocabulary and rules of the artificial language
given below. Do not try to memorize the vocabulary or forms, but
consult them freely while translating the sentences on the bottom half
of this page.

VOCABULARY RULES
-111/ 1. Plurals are formed by adding "ay". Only nouns

and pronouns have plurals.
me aver Example: weavay.
he aj 2. Past time is expressed by placing "lo " before the

verb.
him ajer Example: agreed lofrega.
that rin 3. Fufure time is expressed by placing "sta" before

theqterb.
is nar Example: will agreestafrega.
agree frega 4. Nouns are formed by substituting the ending "II"

for the "a" ending of the verb..
decide prista Example: agreenentffregil.
express bans 5. Adjectives are kormed by substituting the ending

"uc" for the "a" ending of the verb.
impressguda Example: agreeablefreguc.

6. Adverbs are formed by substituting "ef" for the
ending of the verb.*

Exiwmple: agreeably----fzegel
Some of the sentences below are correctly ted and some are

not. Underline all the errors in the translations as'. shown in the first
- four sentences (in the sample the first sentence only) which are marked.

Work straight ahead and do not omit any sentences.

we,"
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 13
SENTENCES. Do not mark this column. TRANSLATIONS. Put all your marks in

this oolumn.
He agrees.

5. He is agreeable.
9. I will impress them.

12. Pristil bana fregil.
17. That expression impressed

him.

frega.
Aj nar fregef.
Av staguda ajay.
Decision is agreeable.
Rin banef loguda aj.

ANALOGIES
DIRECTIONS: This is a test of your ability to see relationshipsbetween drawings or figures. The two samples, A and B below,illustrate what you are to do. Look at sample.A-Ai. Notice that ingoing from 'the first to the second figure, there are two dots in the placeof one. Then a short line is given. At the right the 4wo short linesare underlined because one line has the same relation-to two lines as onedot to two dots.

Now look at sample B. The large white square is underlined. In thiscase the underlined figure is larger and of the opposite color, as comparedwith the third figure. Thus, the third figure must be related to the un-derlined figure in every way that the first figure is related to the second.In the examples which follow you are to UNDERLINE THAT FIGURETO WHICH THE THIRD FIGURE BEARS THE SAME RELATION AS THE FIRSTFIGURE BEARS TO THE SECOND FIGURE. Underline one and only onefigure in each row.

Samples
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14 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

ARITHMETIC

DIRECTIONS: Write the answers to as many of ese problems as
you can in the time allowed.
5. A man owns % of 4 boat and sells % of his share for $750. -At -

this rate, find the value of the boat.
Answer: $ ..

6. A train required 6 hours for a trip of 200 miles, making 18 stops.
of 5 minutes each, and 1 stop of 30 minutes. What was the
average speed of the train When in motion?

Answer: _ _ _ _ _ _miles per hour.
9. A church was insured for $12,000 in pne company at 7/i percent,

and for $9,500 in another company it 1 percent. Find the total_
cost of the insurance.

Answer: $
16. How many times as big an area has a circle with a radius of 9 as

Answer: _ _ _-__ _ . _ _times as big. (_

a circle with * radius of 3?

OPPOSITES

44 DIRECTIONS: Each group of four words in the thirty lines below
contains two words which are either (a) the same or nearly the same
in meaning, or (b) the opposite or nearly the opposite in meaning.
Find the two words in each group that are either the same or opposite
and write the numbers of these two words in the column at the right,
headed "Same" or the column headed "Opposite" as the case may be.

The first group of words, "1. many, 2. ill, 3. few, 4. down," contains
twa words ("many" and "few") that are opposite in meaning, so that
the figures 1 and 3 are entered in the column headed " Opposite."
The second and third groups have also been marked corréctly.

Same Opposite.
1 many 2 ill 3 few 4 down
1 fair 2 near 8 gone 4 far 2..&_4.___
1 gay 2 last 8 long 4 happy ....I & 4
1 gaudy 2 priestly 3 husky 4 showy &_._ =. OD & IN OD .11

1 simplified 2 destined 3 fated 4 Oreetional
1 lax- 2 soft 5 strict 4 lazy
1 legible 2 illegal 3 ineligible 4 readable
1 puzzling 2 oratorical 8 witty.. 4 enigmatic

It will be noted that the five subtests of this examination
are quite different in type and content. All have been
found to be predictive of general scholarship in college.
Three of the tests are linguistic or primarily verbal whereas
the other two are quantitative in character. For the pre-
diction of general college scholarship such tests as this have
.been foun4 to be valuable even without the addition of other
'testa or prognostic material.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 15
Achievement tests in specific subject& The second type ofcollege aptitute test materialthe testing of achievement-inspecific subject matter studied in high school but which isalso found in college will be illustrated .by the ChemistryTraining section of the Iowa Placement PExaminations(New Series C. T. form Y). In this test the close relationbetween the scores of the tet, and college scholarship aricesin part because of the general factor found in linguistic andquantitative material such as was found in general scholasticaptitude tests, but it has this added factor: The material init and the subject which is to be studied in college actuallyoverlap in content. This overlapping can be accomplishedbecause the high-school course of study in chemistry overlapsin content that of the college course.

The results on this type of lest can be used to advantagefor purposes of classification or placement. In general thepredictive values of these tests for individual college subjectsare greater than those of the scholastic aptitude tests. If
. several such tests of individual subjects are used the com-posite score will predict general college 8cholar8hip better thanthe one scholastic aptitude test.

PARTS OF THE IOWA PLACEMENT EXAMINATION-CHEMISTRY
TRAINING

PART 3

DIRECTIONS: Examiné each statement below and decide whetherit is true or talse. If the stateinent is -true encircle the T; if the state-ment is false encircle the F at the right of each statement. Do notguess. You Ebave 7 minutes for part 3.
SAMPLES: Gold is heavier than copper.

Great copper deposits are found in Penn-
sylvania.

3. When phosphorous burns dense clouds of smoke are- formed.
3. T F7. Oxygen may be prepared from liquid air by allowing theliquid nitrogen to boil off.
7. T F22. Starch is added in the manufacture of baking powdersto provide a substance chw will form acid whenwater is aaded. ¶ 22. T F25. Hydrofluoric acid cannot te safely stored in glasscontainers.

25. T F

T

a.
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16 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

PART 4

DIRECTIONS: Solve the following problems, and place the Anifwer
to each problem on the line at the right. Do not spend much time on
any problem. Use the margins of this page for figuring. You have
16 minutes for part 4.
3. Potassium perchlorate (KC104) is 46 percent oxygen.

If 100 grains of it are heated until only KC1 re-
mains, how much KC1 will there be? 3. _ _ _ _ _

6. Given 50 cc of oxygen at 0° C. The gas at constant
--pressure is heated to 273° C. How many cc does
it then occupy?

Aptitude tests in specific 811bject8. The third type of test-
ingthat of testing for aptitude in individual subjects not
yet studied by the individualwill be illustnited by the
Chemistry Aptitude section of the Iowa Placement Examift
nations asTew Series, C.A., form Y). This test assumes that
the student has had no chemistry or at the most only such
general inforniation as he Aould pick up because of his own
interest outside of any Jr:4 r class. The question items.44
have been so constructed I at they ponform as closely as
possible to the method of study and content .of chemistry
without assuming a knowledge of that subject.
\TAVS OP THE IOWA PLACEMENT EXAMINATION-CHEMISTRY

APTITUDE

PART 1

DIRECTIONS: Solve the following problems. Place the answer to
each problem on the dotted line at its right. Do not spend much time
on any one problem. Use the margins of this page for figuring. You
have 15 minutes for part 1.

2. Solve for y:
2

4. Solve the expression for T1:
P1171

T1

P2V1.

fr,

2.

4.

9. Solve: (120) (F630).(°k5O) =. (to 1 decimal place.) 9.

10. If 3 pounds of 50-cent tea are mixed with 7 pounds of
60-cent tea, what is the value per pound of the
mixture? 10

15. A sample of flour weighing 8 grams, on drying loses
2 grams of water. What percent water was the
original sample? 15.
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Section B

At times an ion may contain more than one kind of element. Forexample, the formula for nitric acid is H (NO3). In this case (NO3)acts as an ion. As one (NO3) ion combines with one hydrogen ionwhich has 1 +charge, the (NO3) group must have 1 charge.
Keeping in mind the fact that thenumber of charges + and mustalways balance, correct the formulas below. If the formula is correctas it stands write a large C after. it. For example if 113(NO3) weregiven you would correct it to read H(N01) beCause (NO3) with 1charge can combine with one and oply onj H+ ion. If ZnS weregiven you would mark it C as both ions cagy 2 charges and thereforethe charges balance.
A table of 'ions and the number of charges is provided.

Zn+ 2+ Fe+ + = 3+ (SO4) = 2 (PO4) 3
K =-- 1+, H = 1+ (NO3) = 1 (IS)._ 2

, (OH) = 1
SAMPLE: H (SO4) H2 (SO4) - (corrected formula)

2. K2(304) 2.
4. Fe(NO3)2 4
7. Zn(PO4) 7. -do AM mD. _____
8. Fe(SO4)

45.
POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE USE AND INTER'PRETATION OF 'Ina

RESUCTS FOR COLLEGE PREDICTION

The use of tests for colleke prediction may be improved
in a .nunlbIT of ways. In the learnittg of college studerits
many (rent mental elements or processes are involved.It seems evident, therefore, that improvements in the use of
tests may come about through an extension of tes.ting to
cover these various diverbe elements. The bare relation-ship existing betvieen a series of predictive meaures and
college success measures do not always tell the whole story.
Interpretation of test results differ to some extent according
to other circumstances. Also it ia elieved that there are
many aspects of the &dance of e :ring college students,
in which testing has not been al3p1ied with vigor. It is the.
purpose in this part of the chapter to discuss various upects
of this problem both as to iencreasing the efficiency of the
testing program itself and the interpretation the results.

U80 of test batterie8.College guidance practice4,eaft be
improved by the uke 'of test batteries in place orsingle tests.
Xt .ttay be shown theoretically tbat the addition oL,testit.
one or more tests alreiady being used will improvi thil result;
and that thisimprov,enionfwill be gre4est if the tests' kidded,
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18 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

rhave a low correlation with the tests already being used.
The results of using several different tàts in the practical

i situation alai:, shows this to be tme. However, much more mama" macap be accomplished along this line through choosing the SCIUS irAL
100right teRta. The search for "independent traits" will eventu-

ally show more clearly than ever before the particular types of
tests which should be used to cover all the different abilitiep
necessary for the study of cQ11 e;.: fiutjects. Of course, for

o
I

prediction purposes it is not necessary to know exactly the
nature of the trait or traits which are being tested as long as

. t the predicting relationship is satisfactory. A knowledge of
traits wdsting in man will make it much easiór to construct
tests for predictive purposes. This principle is more impor-
tant than increasing the length of tests. Increasing the length
of tests which have intrinsically high reliabilities has limited
possibilities. An example of increase in efficiency through
picidng out the right kind of tests is that of the 'American
Council Examination. Successive editiQns of this test have
had progressively higher correlations with college success
(Thurstone, 126). This was brought about by careful
selection of tests and not by the lengthening of tests.

The results given in part II, chitpter III, show clearly that
Ab when several tests or ratings are used a closer predictive 30.

relationship is possible than wheii a single test or rating is
used. Also if the tables in that section will be examined
carefully it will be seen that the two or more items which

.v

- . .

when combined give the best predictive values tend to be
thOse items which are most unlike each other. A genetal
mental examination plus some achievement test result or
marks in high school or a reading (comprehension) test gem 47

give good results.
An excellefit combination for predicting college scholarship

which has been tried out iii practice for several years is the use 2.3

of three factors: (1) scholarship as shown by high-school
marks through cciunting the number of recommended marks; 1
(2) the results on a general ment41 test; and (3) an objective ovwwwimmommomaggp

test on some of the most commop elements of high-school
achievement. The method may be seen a little clearer by
reference to figure I. The double line running through the

The term " reoommended marks " is a local term meaning marks of a specified high quality.
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87924-86. (Face p. 18.)
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 19

30.8-pereent value indicates the level which must be obtained
to be admitted to full standing in the regular college cause.
The total index value for the 3 factors must equal 12 in order
to attain this level. Since these charts are used for guidance
purposes apart from the strictly administrative purpose of
selecting students the marks which various levels of students
will make are also given. Also for this purpose the scores
on the different parts of the Iowa test are inserted. Through
this graphical method of showing results and through the
excellence of the method itself, guidance of a superior
quality for entering college students is attained.. Though
the institution (Long Beach Junior College, Long Beach,
Calif.) in which the system is used is publicly controlled
little friction with the public has resulted.

Research has shown that the addition of a totally different
kind of measurementthat of interest rating through ques-
tionnairearadds. substantially to the predictive value of
achievement and general mental tests.
IMPROVEMENT OF TtIE INTERPRETATION OF CORRELATION COEFFI-CIENTS THROUGH AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE EFFECT OF RANGEOF ABILITY

The effect of range on correlation coefficients is likely to
be lost sight of in prediction problems because we are not
dealing directly with certain grades or ages. Its effect is
there just the same. If a prèliminary selection of students is
made before tests are applied the resulting correlation coeffi-
cients suffer from this restriction in range. This is probably
the most important reason why predictive values of tests
are greater when considering prediction of success in high
school than for those used in college.

If tests were given to beginning high-school students it is
possible that higher correlations with success i1 college will
be found that is the case where the tests are given to a select
group already admitted to college upon the basis of certain
scholastic qualifications.

Blair (9) found that correlation between scholarship (in
mar:1z) in high school and college decreased as the marks
of succeeding years of high school were used.
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20 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

TABLE I.Relationship between first-terns college scholarship and certain
averages of high-school marks'

.

High-school marks averaged for .

Number
system

Letter
system

First year . 601 . 481
Second year . 605 . 441
Third year :601 . 406
Fourth year 584 . 453
English L 575 . 516
English II

..

-. 522 . 421
English III . 543 . 346
English W . 560 . 492

I After Blair (9).

If this is found upon further r;.:earch really to be the case
it would indicate that guidance work relating to the selection
of a college, kind of college work, etc., could begin with profit
some time before graduation from high school. It would
also indicate that one should not condemn tog severely any
correlation result which has obtained from a select group
of college entran4. If records are made beginning in the

r
early years of tife high school, comparisons may be made with
a much better perspectiyeZthere has not been much evi-
deuce eollected at this time regarding the positive value of
cumulative records but all the evidence and thinking on the

..----_,subject

point inevitably to the conclusion that such records
will bring about more accurate guidance than can be obtained
by a set of examinations taken at any particular time.

., Besides the evidence cited from Blair there is the evidence
submitted by Keys who studied the question of value of
continuing test results over a period of semesters or years.
Keys used records in the elementary school subjects. As is
known, the acquisition of knowledge in the elemsintary school
subjects can be measured fairly accurately. For this reason
it may be assumed that emulative records in those subjects
will have their most severe test. Keys found that cumula-
tive records increased the prediction accomplishment of
work in those subjects up to 3 years. With the result found
in this field it seems possible that cumillative records in other
lines and 41 high school ma¡ be of considerable value. We
need staies in this area to determine the value of cumulative
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records. When such records are used it can be determined a
year or two in advance whether or not a certain college will
admit a particular high-school student. This leaves the
student and the college both more free to devote their
thinking and energies towards the values in the curriculum

fitself and in the guidance of the individual into the channels
in which he will do best.

Use f mark8.The almost universal use of marks as an
index to college scholarship is excusable because the aptitude
tests in this field were developed before adequate achieve-
ment tests were in use. However, through using teachers'
marks as an index the predictive value of tests has not
received due credit. Even without an improvement in the
quality of aptitudé testing, the efficiency of prediction will
become greater because of the increased use to which college
teachers put objective tests in their os+subjects and the
inceeased use of comprehensive examinations.

There is evidence at hand to show how the predictive
correlation coefficients are increased -because of the use of
objective tests. Frasier and Heilman (44) report the corre-
lation found between the Thomdike Intelligence Examination
and college achievement determined first, subjectively and,
second, objectively. The statement of their results allowed
an average coefficient of .45, with a range from .24 to .57 for
the subjective method wEle for the objective method the
average coefficient was .60 and the range from .46 to .69. In
the 1933 College Sophomore Testing program (93) 300 sopho-
mores who took the English test liad taken an English place-
ment test at the beginning of their freshman year. The
correlation between these two tests was .77, while the corre-
lation between the placement test) and the 2-year average
college was only .47. These two coefficients are not strictly
comparal;le but they are indicative. Tharp (123) found that
the Iowa Placement Test for Foreign Language Aptitude
with 388 students correlated .47 with semester marks in
French IA and with 379 students .64 with achievement test
results in French. The new comprehensive testing program
now being organized by the University of Chicago and other
schools (Jones, 68) will give ample opportunity for needed
research in this field.

A
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ARTICULATION OF HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

One reason for our difficulty in articulating the work of
the high school and college and for the low correlation existing
betweeti high-school marks and college marks is that the
curriculums of the schools ara not very closely allied. An
example illustrating this is furnished by Kellogg (72). He
finds at McGill University (Canada) that matriculation
examinations correlate highly with beginning college work at
McGill whereas intelligence tests correlate very moderately.
He says this is because the college matriculation examinations
are made by the regular oollege instructors and because there

Lit,no break at the college as is found in American universities.
The material taught in the lower school is continued in
college. He indicates that titis conclusion is corroboiated
when he finds that where matriculation examinations and
intelligence examinations are correlated with later college
work the correlations with the matriculation examinations
arts decreased, whereas the correlation with intelligence testa
are not appreciably reduced.

The junior college is breaking down this stratification of
secondary education and as this is done the guidance of
students from high school or coll:.: e will be made easier. It
will be possible then to rely more on achievement records
made in high school.

According to the way the subjects in the high school are
now taught there is little to choose among them for efficiency
in preparation for college. *Several studies hare beep made
of this question. ilolenbaugh and Proctor (10) after investi-
gating the values of different patterns came to this conclu-
sion: " Colleges can well afford to give high schools more
freedom in the matter of courses taken by prospective college
students. A good high-school record, regardless of the pattern
of subjects taken when considered with a standard, intelli-
gence test, such as the Thorndike Examination, is a better
basis of selecting candidates for college admission than either
the high-school record or the intelligence test alone." Doug-
lass (35) after investigation in the field states: " Compared
on the basis of predictive usefulness for psychological scores,
high-school marks aid principals' ratings on college promise,
the pattern of high-school credits is obviously and definitely
inferior." Nelson (89) comes to approximately the same

.
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conclusion 'after a study of college-entrance requirements.
Sorenson (113) believes that certain subjects are more validas conditions of college success than others. His study is theonly recent stlidy to which the conclusions are not in agree-ment with those already quoted.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREDICTIVE ITEMS AND COLLEGE SCHOLAA-SHIP AS AFFECTED BY THE PURPOSES IN ATTENDING COLLEGE

Among the influences or factors which bear upon the prob-lem of the relationship of aptitude to achievement in the
college area is the seriousness with which coll :41e studentsattack their work. Crawford (31) found that the fixity oflife purpose was instrumental in changing predictive corre-lations. By noting the seriousness of the mirposes of attend-ing college into five groups, A, B, C, D, and E, he found the
following correlations between college marks and an intelli-gence test given at entrance:

A. 57 D 40
43 E 32

C_ ----- _____ . 36
He found a similar state of affairs when other ratings of
seriousness in pursuing college work were used. These resultsshow how the prognostication from an aptitude test may inpart be nullified. The questions in this connection are these:Should not students who have no strong desire to attend
college be allowed to enter other lines of endeavor? Shouldnot students entering college be told what is expected ofthem/so that any failure on their part to measure up will bechalked up against them? In an experimental sense studentswho do not do their best in college should not be encouragedto attitod.

Considering these various aspects of this problem it maybe concluded that no matter how perfect our instrumentsfor prognosis may be factors outside our control will nullifysome of our recommendations. The only other thingwhich can be done is to rate or test attitudes and estimatestudiousness and use these results in connection with themore orthodox testa and measurements. Interest testa mayalso 1* added here. Research has shown ratings in intereststests to have some validity. Further research can profitablybe carried on in this field.
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.- USE OF TESTS IN DISTINGUISHING THE DIFFERENCES IN THE ABILITIES
OF AN INDIVIDUAL

r.
Attention.has not been given to differences in abilities in

Alai; individual. The high school has tended to cover up
differences in performance. Gowen and Gooch (51) through
observing that the correlations between marks in different
high-school subjects were fairly uniform, came to the con-
clusion that marks in differegt high-school subjecto were not
very indicative of what subjects the individual would do
best in colleg. They think that school (high-school) com-

'nmtroes not bring out great effort in one line but the
"demand is that the students shall do well, or at least do
passing work, in many different lines of study." The student
who does one subject easily lays it aside as soon as possible
to spend more time on the subject which is harder for him.
Our school system tends rather to emphasize a more gen-
eralized factor of pride in accomplishing a more equalized
grade of work in many lines.

If this is true it is all the more necessary, by the end of
high schbol, to ascertain by other means those scholastic
lines in which the student seems best fitted, if any, or change
the emphasis of high-school instruction so that the "gentle-
man's passing mark" is not the accepted goal for high-school
students. Therefore, iC seems' desirable to use tests to
discover special ability bents as well as tests for purposes of
discovering general co111,:e ability. The method of differ-
ential prediction has possibilities in this regard. Especially
is this kind of prognosis needed when there is not much
distinction in the admission of students. If students have
been admitted to coll:.:e without much knowledge of their
capabilities, either general or specific, it becomes the problem
of the college to so' place these students that they will get
the greatest good out of their college course.

TM.

EXTENSION OF OBIEOTIVE MEASUREMENTS TO NEW AREAS OF
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Although we hive discussed the improvement in the
prognosis of ciAlege success from the addition of testa of
traits as independent of one another as- possible, we have
not discussed to any great extent the possibilities of using
other types of evidence than that furnished by test results.
This should not be taken to mean that other evidence should
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not be used: As college instructors become increasingly adeptat instilling attitudes, appreciations, etc., and their evalua-
tion, other forms of aptitude evaluation beyond that of tests
should be added. It has already been sh(awn in the studies
reported that interest questionnaires have value in the
prognosis of college success. Tyler (129) mentions various

jr; methods of evaluating behavior which may become of value
in sulvlementing one another and objective examinations.
Many of these methods are objective in type. He cites the
following: (a) Observation of behavior; (b) laboratory meth-
ods; (e) written examinations; (d) personal interviews; and
(e) the collection of products made by individual students
As research brings out their worth, such methods of evaluat-
ing educational projects should be experimented with in
seafching for instruments of prognosis.
RELATION OF THE PLACE OF THE SCORE IN THE DISTRIBUTION TO ITS

USE IN PREDICTION
1.1

The correlation coefficient indicating a relationship between
a predictive item must be considered in the light of the
place of the score in the distributibn and the title to which
the results are to be put. An extrerme score is, for instance,
always more indicative of bigh oik low ability than any other
score. This seems self-evident but it is an important pointin this ptoblem.

Also a predictive instrument with a low predictive power
may servo the purposes of some colleges. If the objective of
a college is to allow entiiince to a large number of students
with the expectation that a fair numbpr of them will fail,
the predictive instrufnent need not be 'so highly predictive.
However, if the aim of the college is to pick out only success-
ful studinta to start with, the finest instrument for measuring
aptitude available would not be entirely adequate.

The statistical methods and results given in part II support
the principles here. set down and describe in detail hpw
prediction of college accomplishment may be set yip or
investigatZd.
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PART II : STATISTICAL METHODS AND RESULTS
OF STUDIES OF COLLEGE PREDICTION

CHAPTER I : STATISTICAL METHODS FOR USE IN THE
PREDICTION OF COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

IN PREDICTING success in coll:.: wehave, on the oneI hand, to do with items used in. making the prediction, and
on the other, with some measure of success in The
items used in making the prediction may be called predictive
items. Consider a common practice in college prediction
the use of a general mental test in aiding the determination of
admission to coil é or guidance at the dine of entrance to
college. In this case the coil:. e is concernéd with the prac-
tical problem of determining college material. What it does
in practice is something like this. A general mental test is

4 administered to each entering student. The result of this
test is used in ai
In considering the
meaning of the

in the determination of fitness for entrance.
t results for this purpose some standard

is used. For instance, if a student
obtained a score of 68 on the examination, it is referred to
ont or more critical points which the college has set up for
determining entrance. If this college has agreed to eliminate
entirely all students below a score of 60 and to take only those
with good high-school grades who have teat scores of 60 to 70,
this student would be admitted upon the basis of his actual
high-school marks. In this practical procedure the actual
success of the students in college' after admission is not
aeitsidered directly. Therefore, in such a set-up of the predic-
tion of college success one is directly concerned with the
predictive items. There may not be any direct check-up to
see whether or not the predictions made are correct. How-
ever, in this procedure the assumption is made that the testa
used are actually predictive measures.

If sa college is not accepting the practice in other institutions
or the results of research studies made elsewhere, it must go
further and investigate for itself the efficiency of any method
of college prediction. If in the cal° of the college situation
mentioned the college authorities also had gone ahead after
the students had been admitted, and compared their actual
success wi the predicted success, an evaluation of the

. '
t
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method would have been made. This distinction between
the practical administrative measure necessary for admitting
students and evaluating the general efficiency of prediction
should be recognized.

The correlation coefficientThe basic concept which has'made prediction possible and which is the basis for evaluating
the efficiency of prediction is that of correlation. ,By correla-tion is meant the relationship existing between capacities ortraits or various mental and physical functions. For
example, in guidance it is very important to know as clearly
as possible the relatiònship between the predictive items andthe success criteria. This relationship is indicated IAAthrough the correlation coefficient r. The Pearson product-
moment r is the best expression of this correlation. Its use
is subject to certain limitations. For instance, this r should
be used only with linear or fairly linear data and with data
which may be considered continuous. Methods of noting
whether or not data may be subject to such limitations andthe corrections which may be applied will be dispussed.

The correlation coefficient ranges in value from +1.00 to1.00. +1.00 indicates a perfect positive relationship and.1.00 indicates a pérfect ative relationship. Practi-
cally all coefficients with educational material will be found
to be significantly less than these two extremes.

There are a large number of different formulas for com-
puting r. Symonds in the October 1926 issue of the Journal
of Educational Psychology presents some 52 different formulas
for obtaining r. It is possible to get from this article a very
clear conception of the similarity or difference between the
various formulas and also statement as to where andehen the
more important of the forniulas first appeared in the literature.

Most correlations are worked from "scattergrams " but
some are worked directly from °the original distribution of
paired facts. The "scattergrams", besides being a part of
a method for calculating the .correlation coefficient, may
also be used through inspection to determine the linearity of
the data.

The general form of Pearson's product-moment coefficient
correlation for deviations from the true mean is

gig
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or

where "r" is the coefficient correlation; xi, 2:2, is the summit-.tion of the prodgct of the deviations of each measure fromtheir true means; ai and a2 are the standard deviatiolís of ihexi and x2 distribution, and N is the number of cases used.Since

aXi= T-T and 0-x,=IViv 4

IX13
(2)

The above formula becomes

t, (3)

where exi2 and ex22 are the summations of the squares of thedeviations from the true means of their respective distribu-tions.
The two preceding formulas are used in actual calculationshardly at all, but are basic for other formulas. The formulafor the correlation from an assumed mean is

zzl'xi' 141'
N N IV

(xi' Zx11 \2/r Z (x./)2 \
N k N Nr

(4)

We shall illustrate the calculation of "r" by this formulausing a scattergram. This calculation will also illustratethe calculation of the a of a distribution, i. e.,

Z (x')3 ¡WV
N

when it is being calculated from an arbitrary origin or aguessed mean.
Assume that 100 entering college students were given theAmerican Couilcil on Education Psychological Emil :and that at the end of their sophomore year they were given

a comprehensive-examination covering all phases of the workof the first 2 years of college. For each score eon the psycho-logical test there will also bait" coiFesponding tonvoiiteagpoon the comprehensive examination. Each of 'diem pairs ofscores has been placed in the scattergram in ita appropriatecells. For instance, the student who obtained a score of248 in the psychologkal examination and a score of 540 onthe composite comprehensive achievement test is found in
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the first cell in the upper right-hand corner. The figures inthe centers of the cells show the number of c ; : Y: in each. .

Diagram showing the calculation of the product.moment coefficient ofcorrelation between the scores on the American Council on EducationPsychological Examination taken at entrance to college and the scoreson a comprehensive achievement examination given at the end of thesophomore year in college with 100 students
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obtained by squaring. each figure in the x'i column and-
multiplying this result by the figures in the f column. The
sum'of the fe? is found to be 275. This is called 22/13. In

4 a similar manner the frequencies in the columns of the
scattergram are added and the. Zaht and Zx',' are obtained.
This calculation is shown along the bottom pf the scatter-
gram. Therefore the

'Art V7r=roXii /275f-43\2.
N N TO- k 100 j

and
12(x'2)2 Ix' Al 1301 -1-- 59 \3__. it9

°1 31 N IV) .11 100 \WO ""'

To obtain lx',42 the only other element in formula (4)
which has not been calculated one must turn again to the
scattergram itself. Zx'1x'2 means the sum of all cell frequen-
cies multiplied by the step values by rows and columns
(el and z'2). Referring to the scattergram the process of
calculation may be shown by taidng again the first cell in
the upper right-hand comer. The frequehcy of this cell is 1,
the x'1x'2 is 12 and 12X 1 =12, so liakas been 'written in the
upper left corner of this cell. In a similar manner the figures
given in parenthesis in each cell were computed. In the
upper right and lower left quadrants of the seat -n these
Agures will be positive but in the other two quadrants they
will be negative. The sum of these figures (2e13;',)=1 62.

. .

The completed calculation will iherefore be

zx', +162 /-43\(+159\
N AI N 100- \ 100 ik 100 j 1.87

rim=
%P1 1.60z or 1.63 marii-116ao

ThiS coirelation coefficient .716 indicates the predictive
rditionship existing between the scores 'on- the American
Counpil Examination find the standing in the comprehenaiye
achievement test over the first 2 years of conege. This
index of relationship Tay be used in the actual calculation
of predicted scores for students of about the same caliber
and surrounding circumstances as the 100 upon which the
index wm cskulated.

For further directions of this method of obtainiNg the
produztamoinent correlation coefficient using a scattergram,

. the texts on statistics given in the references at-the end of
the chapter should. be consulted.
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From the scattergram the linearity of the data can be to
some degree distinguished. In the scattergram here shown
the data are fairly linear. The data in this case ire grouped
aroimd a nearly straight line as shown in' figure 2.

Scattergrams which depart materially from such an are,
rangement indicate that the correlation coefficient calculated

novas 2.

according to the plan given here will not lead to very accu-
rate results 'Without making adjustments.

Standard error and probable error of the coefficient of oorrelam
tion.--The formula for the standard error of the coefficient
of correlation is: '

1 (5)

1

IME

4.
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or when NIB small

1 -
0712

1,1fAT 1
(6)

The probable error of the coefficient of correlation will there-
fore be:

TauP. E.ru= .6745 (7)

If, for example, a correlation coefficient of .58 is obtained
between two measures using 90 cases the p.E. will be equal
to .6745 1 ( 58)2-

.05 and the coefficient of correlation may-00
be written .58 d .05. This indicates that the chances are
even that if another ccirrelation coefficient is calculated upon
90 cases drawn from the same population as the first was
drawn that the coefficient of correlation will not vary more
than five points lower or higher than .58. (For further dia-
cussion of this point see pp. 40-41 and table II, p. 38.) Un-
less the number of cases is quite large the standard error or
probable error should be calculated so that the stability of
the correlation coefficient in this regard can be seen.

Correction for fineness of, grouping.--If -the tesi results or
ratings for either the predictive itöm or the success criteria
are not given in units sufficiently fme then the calcidation
according to the method just described will not reveal the
correct relationship. Whether or not it-correction should be
applied will depend upon the use to which the result is to be
*put. There has been much confusion on the part of research
workers regarding the use of these corrections. There are,
in general, two types of corrections which may be made to
correlation coefficients. These are the corrections for (1) the
inadequate grouping used and (2) the errors of measurements.

Correction for inaderuae grouping.--Test data can usually
be put into enough dasses so that corrections are unnecessary.
School marks and ratings of various types, however, are
öften given in only a few categories. Correcting for grouping
in such cases will raise the value Atha correlation coefficient.
However; whether or not corrections should be made depends

4, upon the use to which the results are to be put. For example,
let us consider a predictive item such as the American Conn-
cil on Education psychological examination which is being
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used to estimate what marks will be made in first-semester
college English. The American Council test scores may be
groups in many different ways. The marks made in English .

do not have tibia possibility of grouping in various ways since
they are given simply as A, B, C, D, and E where E is the
failing mark. If the correlation between the predictive-item
groups in intervals of 10 units and the English marks grouped-
simply as A, B, C, D, and E, was found to be .620, a correc-
tion for grouping in the case of the predictive item would be
a sound procedure if it is thought that the correlation would
be raised thereby. If the number of classes is quite large--
20 or morethe grouping error must necessarily be negligible.
It is only as the groups are fewer than 10 that this grouping
error is usually large enough to be taken into account. Such
a grouping error could be taken account of by Sheppard's
correction

r-S-103.15

(8)

where ffe is the corrected standard deviation; ff is the standard
deviation as originally found, ant i is the number of steps in
the interval.

In the case of the marks in this sample no correction would
be justifiable even though the marks are grouped into Oily five
classes:. This is because the marks are to be predicted on
the basis of Ur grotiping, i.e., A, B, C, D, and E. Any
correction which will predict on the bailis of a finer grouping
'would be contrary to the fact that the predidtion"must be
made in the coarser grouping.

If, however, instead of predicting the grade which the
student is most likely to makt, it is desired to predict his
ability in college English, then it is justifiable to correct for
grouping. In this case thi3 correction for., grouping cannot be
made with Sheppard's correction because the 'steps in each
of the intervals are not the same. In this case the correction
for broad categories as developed 1;ay Kelley which involves
the finding of r first through sampling the diftributions are
normal by taking the mean of each class and making the
calculation of r through the use of the Kellep-Wood tables.

I tansy, T. L. Statistical method. N. York, Macmillan Co., MIL pp. 167-171.
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After r has been calculated in this manner it may be corrected
by the formula

rels2raw ow
es1(525 (9)

Correction for attenuation. have discussed corrections
on account of inadequate grouping in the last section. In-
adequate grouping nullifies or conceals the, accuracy of
measurement because of the inadehuacy of the units used.
A more general correction for the inadequacies of measure-
ment which will cover the ones mentioned, together with
other inadequacies of the measuring instruments, is the
correction for attenuation

r. ,set¡Tr
fr271

(10)

where ri, is the coefficient of correlation corrected for attenu-
ation, r12 is the correlation between any two measures and
ru and rui are correlation coefficients known u reliability
coefficients. As can be seen from the formula the amount of
correction depends upon thm size of these reliability co°46.-
cients. In general, the higher the reliability coefficient the
better the test and also other things being equal, it is better
to get predictive cortelation coefficients as high as possible
without correcting for attenuation. For these reasons the
reliability coefficient will be discussed before taking up the
appropriate situations in predictions when the correction for
attenuation may justifiably be made.

This reliability coefficient indicaies the stability of a test
or scale in getting equivalent résults from the application of
it to an individual a second time. Strictly, the reliability
coefficient for any single test means the correlation of that
test %kith another test having the same mean, the same stand-
ard deviation, -and which is made up from material similar to
that in the first test. Practically, where there are several
forms of a test this means the correlation between any two
of these forms.

The reliability coefficient may be obtained from the
application of one test alone by the formula
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where ru is the reliability coefficient and r L is the correla-
tion between two halves of a 'test where the halvee satisfy
the assumptions above expressed as to equal means, standard
deviations, and similar material. Tliis splitting of a test
into two halves usually may be done satisfactorily by taking
the odd items as one-half and the even items as one-half.

The reliability coefficient obtained by the split halves
method is particularly useful when only one form of the test
is available, or when the necessary assumptions in regard
to two forms of the test cannot be relied upon.

The practice of using the correlation between two adminis-
trations of the same test should not be encouraged. The
coefficient using this method is too high if the time between
tests is short, because of the practice effect and memory
factor and too low if the time between tests is considerable
because of changes in functional reactions of the students
themselves.

The Spearman-Brown formula for correlation between A
forms of a Ust and A other similar forms (the generalized
form for finding the reliability coefficient) is of use in this
connection. It is

Arizrjum 1+ (A 46-1)ru . (12)

where rA4 is the reliability coefficient for a test as long as one
with A number of forms; A is the number of forms; and ru
is the reliability coefficient between any two forms. With
this formula the added value in reliability in lengthening a
test or in making it shorter may be ascertained. By solving
this formula for A we obtain the following

ru(1 (13)

where A is the number of forms required ru is the reliability
coefficient between any two forms and r, is the reliability
coefficient desired. This formula enables one to find the
length of *a test given the reliability desired.

In our discussion of the correction for attenuation let us
assume again the situation where the American Council
Psychological Examination is used to predict certain measures

III

,

A.r44(1-111) \
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of success in college. Suppose tile following correlations
have been found:

Psychological examination and first-year French..... . M
Psychological examination and first-year average marks_ . 58

and that the reliabilities have been found to be
Psychological examination . 94
First-year French........... ..... 44
First-year average marks_ ____raa a a a a ............ 53

Pint, should any correction be made on account of the lack
of perfect reliability on account of the psychological exami-
nation? Since the iRstrument is being used as is, no correc-
tion for attenuation should be made on its account. It is
impossible to correct for a better instrument than is being
used in making the prediction. This same reasoning would
be valid regarding any test or rating being used for predictive

Alk Purposes,
On the other hand, should any correction on account of

attenuation in first-year college French marks or in average
first-year coll e marks, be made? It depends on the pur-
pose for whic predictions are used. If the prediction is
to be the act si ark in ferench which this student will get,
or the actual average mark made by this student in his first-
year college work, then no correction is to be made since this
actual mark is as unreliable as is shown by the reliability
coefficient. However, if the purpose of the prediction is to
be the achievement of the students in first-year French apart
from the marks given by any one instructor, or the achieve-
ment of this student in first-year college work apart from the
marks given by any particular set of instructors, then the
correction for attenuation in the criterion should be applied.
This is because the prediction of success is being made which
is not bound by the reliability of the marks of any one
instructor or set of instructors.

Therefore a correction for attenuation in the criterion may
sometimes be desired in practical prediction proMems. In
this case the correction for attenuation formula (10) becomes

rUi

where r. is the correlation corrected for attenuation in the
criterion, r, is the correlation before correction, and riu is the

............ M.M......D.MO g=1, MD MP

__________ ______
-

_

.
,

.

ru
? (14)

.
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reliability coefficient of the criterion. The prediction for
first-year French for the unreliability of any one teacher's
marks would therefore be 141.

.54 .54rim.v:14= =.82

As will be noted this increase in validity is considerable.
Similarly the correction for attenuation for the first-year
average mark would be

.58 .58

When data are not linear in nature or if the data are not
continuous the calculation of the correlation is not obtained
through the method described. In some cases curvilinear
data can be changed to linear data for the calculation of the
coefficient of correlation as here described. This does not
always solve thee problem, however, because the regression
eqiiation would have to be adjusted. Some of the indices
used in dealing with discontinuous data may be equated to
the Pearson coefficient of correlation but others cannot be so
equated. Descriptions and formulas for calculating the
correlation for curvilinear or discontinuous data may be
found in the references given at the end of this chapter.

Barr (4) lists several errors which arise in the interpreta-
tion of correlation cdefficients. He discusses in particular,
three: (1) Errors in estimating the amount of relationship
between traits represented by coefficients of correlation of
different sizes; (2) errors growing out of the assumption of
causal relationship from obtained coefficients of correlation;
and (3) errors due to the acceptance of coefficients of correla-
tion at face value. It cannot be emphasized too much that
coefficielita of correlation are not percentages and that in and
of theniselves do not indicate causal relationships.

For a clearer undentanding of the meaning of the fore-
casting efficiency of the correlation coefficient it is advisable
to use the coefficient of alienation

Ir 21241 rs (15)

or. the formula for finding the efficiency of forecasting in
percent which is

Esialir or 1--11-1--Z? (16)

.66

.r== = .80

via
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The -1; ciency in percentages for various correlation coeffi-
cientslare given in the following table:

TABLE 11.---howing the relation between the correlation coefficient to the
percent of forecasting efficiency

Coefficient Percent Codsnt Percent

10
20
30
40

24
5
8

.
50
so
70
80

13
so
20
40

General principles for chooeing items for tests and lengthening
of teste.--Lengthening any test will increase ita reliability and
validity providing these are not zero to begin with. As far as
reliability is coneerned by lengthening the test indefinitely a
reliability of 1.00 is approached. The reliability of tests to
be used in prediction is only one element in the situation.
Lengthening of a test indefinitely does not necessarily bring
its validity up toward 1.00. The validity of a test has an
upper limit of

ris
(17)

ru is the validity coefficient and ru is the reliability coefficient.
By lengthening any one particular type of test the validity is
very strictly limited because in any one test the reliability
of its different forms would be greater than the validity.
This would always make

ru

considerably less than 1.00.
The most important thing in aptitude testing in this con-

nection is probably to get as many different tests each of
which have high correlations with the triterion, but low corm
relations with each other. It is the uniqueness in predicting
scholastic success that tests are to be judged by. Hull (60)
has shown the change in multiple correlation coefficients
resulting when intercorrelations are assumed. This can be
done by the formula

Raise 11-r401-1) (18)

when ri is the oorielation between any of the testa and the,
criterion, r" is the oorrelation-betweet all the tests, assuming

,

lat
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all those intercorrelations eq4 N is the number of testa,
and R is the correlation with tfe criterion of the combined
battery when weighted in the best possible way by means of
the multiple- 01 equation. We will illustrate the
effects on the validity coefficient of increasing the number
of testa for two sets of correlationsone when r', tbe original
validity coefficient, and r", the reliability coacient, are .60
and .70,- respectively, and the other whei these coefficients
are .50 and .20, respectively.

Tz 111.--8howing the validities obtained from varying numbers ofteats when e .BO and r" 2= .7 0
s.

Number al
tests

,

*Validity
oodilaients

.,

Number of
tuts

Validity
oodloienta

2
3
4
a
0

,

. MO

. 071

. 02

. as

. 093

,

10
20
40

,

. 702

. 710

. 713

..

TABUS W.Showing validities obtained fawn varying numbers of testswhen r' .50 and eft= .so

Number of
tote

Validity
oodlidenta

1 Ntuabsc.ot
testa

Validity
oodlaients

0 .* 4

2 . 646 0 . 806
3 . 732 10 946

0004 . 791 X 1.
a .836

,

Tables III and IV show very definitely that it is tests with
low correlations with each other and high validity which
should be sought for if more testé are to be added to those
already in use in forecasting.

Although the correlation coefficient indicates the relation-
ship existing between a predictive item and a success criteria
it does not give directly the probable limits of error of a
predicted success score. Methods for determining predicted
score, and theg errors will be the subject consideredrin the
remaining part of this segtion.

Pred(ction of 111i0011811from one predidive-item.We shall out-
line the methods of estimating success from a predictive item

and give ill each case the standard error and probable
formula. This standard error or probable error gives .

variation jn theftstimated success score. The use of these
enurewill bi illustraibd in connection with the first cue.

: . .
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CABE I

Where a score on one test (7) is to be estimated from the score on a
IRMO

similarlsest (Xi) i.e. Xi= X1 the standard error of such an estimation is

where a may be

O

(19)

or simpfy cri, ei being the standard deviati9n of X scores and cri is the
standard deviation of the Xi scores and r is the reliability coefficient--
the correlation coefficient found between two forms of the test.

Example: Given

X1=-- 80
ei = 22

= .85

Then Ti =80
and the standard error

2 1/2
+ cr i

2/.11
22 24 1/2 2(.85) 12.6

4

The probable error is equal to .6745 X12.6=8.5 or Z= 80 ± 8.5.

haulm 8.Normal distribution curve.

The ± 8.5 indicates the amount of vAriation which may
be expected from the estimated store 80. The scores result-
ing from measuring an ability in an badividual a large number
of times will approximatethe normJ distribution curve.

The standard deviation (S.D. or 0) is a memure which
includes 68 percent of the probability of variation in a score.
The standard deviation ip used as the unit of variation be-
cause it is the most stable of any unit which may be used in

Cr CFI

2

el= 24

------

o

-/P , fl PE

-3o.N

Q.L

1-50% of Casa
66 %dam

%Now

tArr,Air

API
4
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describing variations. The probable error (or P.E.) is .6745
times cr and includes 50 percent of the variations when the
distribution is normal. The cases found for
various units of a and P.E. are given in les V and VI.
TABLE V.Percentage of chance of score being within certain probable

error limits
, ,O

.

Probable Percent of Probable Percent of.error units
_

, cases error units cases

±.5 as ±& 0

,

96*1. 0 ao *3. 6 98*1. 5 OD *4. 0*1 0 82 *5. 0 99. 96*2. 6 91

TABLE VI.Percentage of chance of a score being within certain limits ofthe standard error (u)

e units Percent o
cases

units Percent of
oases

.±6*L 0
±L 5

338

87
L

*lb
*2. 5±3. 0

95
99
99. 7

e

Now in the case of the predicted score 80 the chance that
another predicted score would still be 80 would be as follows
according tò table V:

Score range Percent of chance80± 8:5 (1 P.E.) or 71.5 to 88 5 50
80± 17 (2 P.E.) or 63 to 97 82
80± 25.5 (3 P.E.) or 54.5 to 105 5 96
80± 34 (4 P.E.) or 46 to 11f4 99. 3

r
CASE II

Where a trueNcore on a test (7.) is to be estimated from a single
score on a test (X1) 4

Ta= XI

Then the standard error called

Example: Given
a1ii-7--i7/

xl=80
cril=23

tau = .85

Then 7..80

(20)

percentage

.-
11C

.

99. 3

b.

i

.

A

....... mom ow Ow ellb

44-: 41* ,
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and the stand"' error is

WIATF:T1; gl= 2341 .".1.815= 8.9

The probable error its .6745 X 8.9 =6.0
berfore T.=803± 6.0 cErn
Where a score on one test 04) Is to be estimated from a regressedwore onoinother form of the test (ridri)

Example; Given

jubstitute in

we get

Tri=rori+ -rom1

vi jinn ;10177-7-4,1

gri , 23

ru an .85

M1=64

71212ruI1-1- (1ru)
Trim .85(80) -I- (1 .85)64 (war= 77.6

and substituting in

we get the standard error or

eij=2341(.88)2=12.1
The probable error= .6745 X 12.1 mis 8.2
erefore Tim77.6 ± 8.2

CAM IV

(21)

(22)

*here Ibi true)oore(r.) on a teat is to be estimated from a single
more on a test Il

Rumple: Given

Lamrult1+ (1--ru) M1

*yea 04-7-1lauz

.2r1 80

ru.s85.

muls.41
.;

(21a)s

(23)

- labs brads Ise Islas the erthuoted true ma kw a dues seers Is dean es UsoreOs Illetess OM ism sins the ragtured ism as swam form al the tuit.

.

-
o.

1 .

s

2C12=6-80

.Ve4.1

16.

411/

49

_
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ei.z= ernv'1 -7---r3u
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Substitding in

we get

and substituting in

7.=ru.iii- (1 hu)M1

7ist.85(80) + (1 88) 64

T.=77.6 41.

wea =2 &flirt,

we get the standard error or

vela 1:a 231L85-- (.85)2=8.2'

40

ant the probable error= .6745 X8.2=5.51
Therefore Y. .77.6± 5.5

Any of the first four cases may be used ihen the predictions to be based- on immediate evidence and without direct
correlatiCon with a predicted criterion. For instance, the
scores on an algebra test may be used as evidence of mathe-
matical ability without attempting to get a relationship
between such algebra scores and later success in mathematics.
It is assumed in such cases that algebraic ability is related t,9'
later achievement in ciAlege algebra, trigoaometry, etc. Of
course, such use of test iesults are permissible only where
previous investigations have shown substantial relationships.
The standard and probable erron -hi these four cases are
therefore variations of measurement only. This limitation,.
in the use of these formulas for purposes of prediction should
be recognized.

As to which case is to be used- va depend upon the degree
of accuracy d 74. Land the time and 'effort at one's disposal.
It depends also on the kind of prediction desired. If the

I question is: What will this pupil do on another test of similar
character? it is one thing and quite different from: What is
the student's true ability as measured by this instrument?
To answer the first question cases I or ll are to be used,
whereas to answer the second question, cases II or IV are to
be used.

It is to be noted that Ilte formula for obtaining the scores is
the same for eases III and IV. The standard errors and
consequently also the probable errors for the two are, how-,
ever, different.

*
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In case V and others following, the formulas for use when
standard scores are used are also given. Standard scores are
designated as

Z11 Z29 Z31
1 M1,etc. Z1= Zs=

1

etc., where in each case`X is the new score, M the mean of the
distribution ánd a the standard deviation.

CASE NT

Where a score (X1) on one test is to be used as a prediction of success
on some other measure or criterion (7,,) not similar in score value to the
first named.

= b01 Xi ( Ma b01M1) (24)

0'0.1= crw1/17:?: (25)

Where Y. is the predicted score, b.1 is the regression coefficient and is

in this case equal (-72 ?scat and roi is the correlation between' X. and Xi

scores.
Example: Given

45

r01= .76

AC-= 50

M1=58
O' = 22

al =28
Substituting in 7.= boX1+ (A f 0--b.111f1)
We get

TO 2212

22 (.76)(45) + 22 (58)]

*-- 70=42.1

Substituting for the stafidard error 4.1= aohr.2.1
We get

or
a..i= 14.3

The probable error is equal to .6745 X14.3=9.6. When standard
scores are used formulas (24) and (25) become

.
.

2.=rfaZi

go 2= 41 14101

11
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CLIMB VI
Where a Wore (Ii) on one test is to be used as a prediction of success

on a true measure or criterion (ra) not similar in score values to the
first named.

7.=1).1X1 + b.1 M1) (24a) 3

1,41.1 = vy1f11- 114. (26)
Where the symbols have the sanie meaning as in case V except that

Ta represents a true measure of the criterion and ree ia the reliability
coefficient of the criterion.

Example: Given

4111

X1=45
ro1= .76

.1r.o= .84
M.= 5-0

= 58

er=22
tri=28

Substituting in ra= b.. X1+ Ofb.1M0
We get L.42.1 just m in cue V since the right part of this formulais the same as that in the other corresponding formula.
Substituting in

We get
Cre1 '4= ff0lfro0 7401

eal=221/.84 (.76) 2

cr..1=11.3
The probable error= .8745 X11.8=7.6.
When standard scores are used formulas (24a) and (26) become

eil.= root

go' 1 =jrt-I-07-7-4401

Cases V and VI ,are to be used when one measure is used to
estimate success in some line. of work:" This usually means
thi?' prediction of success occurring at some future time
although there is nothing in the statistial techniques which
&mimes a time relationship. However, the formula allowsfor the success criterion to be expressed in a different type of,
measure than the predictive item. This is a natural condi-
tion in prediction 'problems shite success in many cases, if notmost cases, would have to be measured by a different test than
the prognostic one. For. instance, in predicting success in
college mathematics a prognostic test would probably be used

3 The formula for the prediction of the Ulm measure from one test wore not similar in scorevalue to the criterion measure is the same u the one where the simple prediction of tbe measurehu been made.
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which involved items of mathematical knowledge and reason-
ing which may have been acquired on the high-school or pre-
vious levels of instruction. In testing success at the end of a
year of college work in mathematics a much more difficult
test than the original test must be Constructed and at the
same time it must conform to the course of instruction given
in the institution. Therefore it may be seen that the prog-
nostic test and the test which is measuring success will often
if not usually be different.

CASE VII

Where scores on several tests, XI, Is, Is, etc., are to be used as
prediction of success (T.) measured by some criterion different from
that represented by the scores Is, Is, Is, etc., themselves.

The generalised formula (multiple regression equation) is

7.= . . ..2r1+ ba.11: . . Jai+
+km.03. . .

where

C== M. b.1.21 . . . . .

where

and where

ete. to

blas. . . . . r

baLis . . .ss= 0.s.is. . . etc. to
.

ire
banal. . . .(e--1)=111.4.13. I .(-»

0.1.33. . . Alm
1 012.11. . A031.3. . . .0

Pal 3. . P.a.:. . . 4121.3. .

Odd 3 A Po1 .3. . . APIS.3. .
04.1S. . AIM

PSI Ai912 .

palm. .6,...0=086.3 60--0 P.1,1 A,upb.j,
1 PiiI.2. . 4(a-1) PI OD-0

These P's will finally be reduced to ills, of the order PoL2,
for which the formulas will be

.11.1 /warpP.13 1.012

etc
1 a--rd

The general formula using slandard scores is

re= . . ..Z1+19.1. .13 . . .4r-OZIP

(27)

(28)

(29)

ete.,

bet JO.

ba.u. . bat .12 1) Me

dia

1 .3. . . .

. .1B
1

. tr.

. .

)

.04+. . 4"16 194111111113

1,

.(*-1)X,cf. C.

.M1 .

/3.1.23.

.
u 3

.

.

js

.

.
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In case it is not thought necessary to obtain ft's the general formula is

7.=.b.,
. sal+

in which the b's are as follows:
+be, .6,-4) C (32)

a. Iss/41.33. . . re .23 . a
n

0'1.023 . . . .n

44.123.. Ag=gre3.13. . . . etc. to
ff3.013. .

ffo.123. . .boa .il. . AN-1) = resin. .

where the general formula for r.1.n. . .

(33)

fel .23. . . (,k-1) . . .(1-1)rla SI (okI). . a_a

(34)if 1 I .2 .(4.1)11 Obis . .(R-1)and sigmas of the form

ff123. . . . ..16=ffei1J775:141r3a.1

'41 14010.11. . . .(a-1) (35)The subscripts for all formulas needed may be obtainedfrom those given here by analogy. The main thing to keepin mind is that the arrangement in the right hand of theseequations is always related in the same manner to the sub-scripts in the left-hand member.
The standard error of estimate is:

trestx..=--e..133. (36)
acts,. . is given above (formula 35).

In regard to the order of the integers in the subscripts theorder before the period must always be preserved but theorder of the integers after the period is immaterial. Forinstance rum. and r12 .436 are the same, but ri, 3415 and rsi is aredifferent. However, where there are only two integers inthe subscript and no period, such as r12 the arrangement hasno particular meaning, i.e.er21=r12.
The multiple correlation coefficient may be found by theformula

133 . . nR.sus . . . . V1= 414.6 (37)

All the formulas required for a four variable problem, Le.,onewitb three Plidiofive items, will be given next using theformulas withoui Y.. At the same time a numerical example

. . .0/1 +bola.

. 11= . .

beam. .3)

la

.(r-1)
.

is

ring

III .
0 i.

41=7373.

i i la

s

-

,0",..:i.e-14.

,cor

.33

4.

014513.
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will be worked through. For this purpose the following dati
are giver?:

`we

cr. = 6 Af.=11
1 = 10 M1 = 28

cr, = 13 M2 = 35
as = 18 M3 = 43

1.01 .60
rd= .70
rd = .64

r12----: .51 r23= .41
= .44

The predictive equation for these predictive items folio
the ge'neral formula (32) is

7.=b01.13X1+ bet .11X3 ba .i,X, C
C= Me b.1.nM1 bc4.13 M3 be: . M3

Followiw the general formula (33) for the regression co-
efficient we get

ba = r.i
el An
groan

bad raihu
e3.013

cr..in

and bd.0 rips A,

The partial r's based on thetgeneral formula (34) are

r01 .2 res .2r1:
/IA .23 112111/1

rd.is

ra.0 gm'
Ar-R /7i:-2.141 3

ra.1 r.s.irn .1

11--1-1.,71.1111 033.1

rd.1 rd,irml,i

and first order airtials as follows must therefore be-lound.
The numerical values for them can be found from the data
given.

r.1 rd /mu
To 2111

1.4 . renraj

ris fursIli

63,1 14.141--7-40

Calculation

.60 (.70) (51)

.84 (.70) (.41)
41 N(701 (41)11.1'542

.44-- (.51) (.41)
(51) 1 (.41

.295

.70 (AK) (.51) 5.4
4/1 (60)q1 (.51)2'

=

;

23

dr .132

-1F-774.3.341 i413.2

=

ti
T-on 1111111/1.

=41Werifi

4141 Omit-- Tan

roris

r
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ra - rout .64-(.60) (.44) 524

rd'ilm.41- 0.1417=7-413 (.44)2

.41- (.51) (.44)tn '
41--a--W141- (44)1 '241

rn runs

Therefore

rd 4rtij .396-- (.542? (.295)r.1.18=11 294- (295)1

rd.! 1'4.1 fss .1 .573 (.524) (.241)1.4 .13

01El 41- (524)141.(.241)31".

ra rota r23.1 .524- (.573) (.241)
1 0,4341- 013.1 1 (.573)11fF(.241)1

ram

The sigmas needed are

fr. = 04-F-7-4.141 --7-073.1-111 - rid .12

641-760N1- (.573)141- (.485)1= 3.444
dri 1417Z7-41/41- eau stil

1041- (.51)tJ1 (.295)94)1= 7.860
ims= rs-jr---1----4/241- 0133 -4-:-7-7---%2.13

1341- (.51)íJ1 (.241)241- (.541)3= 9.12V

VS = t'Ssris stitles.0
1841- (.41)aj1 (.2945)14-1- (.485)1= 13.731

Therefore the regression coefficients (b values) become as
follows:

be! = jaf .294 XILLS aln
3.444

evdi 7.866 mor 129

..us . 3.444
b4.1321Brd.u-

Agun 9.1zwall .204

isnims.485 3.444

Therefore the equation
roomki jai bausirs-Ebdasis+ ba js - -becomes
Ten .129iti+ .2041, .122/44- 11- (.129) (28)- (.204) (35) -(8122)(48 )

122
41=r-17241 rila

NUN

;

stig
(e-7-0)Nii

r
311 eggs4 1 Tani

== 541

ra 32

.0421

'Lon

-
ow

1 -1-7/7-12.3.11/

.485

e

4Pr'

'Ng
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Or
7.=.129x1+.204X3+.12213-15.

The probable error of estimate is
.6745e Es =16745 X acts' = .6745 X 3.444= 2.323.

The actual use of this equation involves the substitution of
scorei on the three predictive testa for any one individual
and solving for X.. Suppose we have scoies X1=35, Xv=48,
and X3=60. Substituting these in the equation

7,=.129 Ii+.204 12+.122 Xi-5

7,=.129(35) +.204 (48) +.122 (60)-5

ro=16.627

or with its probable error

we obtain

r.=16.627± 2.323.

The formula for the multiple correlation coefficient, R..123
according to the general formula (37) Would be

17

Ro.133= 1/ (6):
1 -7 (3.444)3..819.

CAsz VIII

Formulas for the differential prediction using several pre-
dictive items have been recently developed (Segel (109)).
These formulas should be used when as accurate -determina-
tion as possible is desired regarding the comparative chance
of success between pairs of subjects. In this case, the first
order correlation coefficient which is called a differential
correlation coefficient, is the correlation of the scores on a
predictive item with the difference between two criterion
scores. Such coefficients may be calculated in either of two
ways. They may be calculated directly, the correlation
coefficients between the predictive items and the difference
between two criterion scores may be calculated directly.

uch differential coefficients may be designated u
up.

s

Rcua eS1113
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r ow, r(i_b) s p or r(g_b)zif r(g.b)so etc., where a-b indicates
differences between two success criteria and x, y, z, xi, 4,
etc., are scores on various predictive items. Differential
correlation coefficients may also be obtained indirectly from
correlation coefficients such as rd., rbz, etc. This may be
done by the application of the formula,

rases rectaNI s < 2reAregrb

(38)

as developed by Lee and Segel (79).
The use of this formula is recommended where these direct

prediction coefficienta raz, rft, etc., are to be calculated, in
any case, or when data have been published in the literature
in the form of rs., raz, eb, etc., and the original scores are
not available.

Let us consider now the regression equation in the case
where differential correlation coefficients r(a-oz, r(6-40),, etc.,have been calculated directly and the means and standard
deviations Sand the differences are available.

The general regression equation adapted from formuia (32)
is
Tit=bin .33. *Xi bie Ors + + km is 6p-0 In+ C

where

c= bai .s. . . ba sAl, .ban.u. . Mu (89)

where d=differences such as (a b) and takes the place in all
parts of formula (32) for the subscript o and

ed.i=bdi . . .0141 r1/ ba.u. . .

+ . +bifig.12. . .6.-ocarlifTN (40)

where 04 is the standard error of a difference in an individual;
bai is bails etc., have the same meaning as in
formula (39), and el, es, etc., ate the standard deviations of
the scores in the different predictive items.

The múltiple correlation e',9efficient may be obtained by
formula (37). In case the *differential correlation cod&
clients eto., have not been calculated directly

r froin the differences but indirectly through formula (38)trap r., rft, etc., we must obtain wo.» and 11/0.0 before

ut

v,

Clap

. u u

Akfi .

do

r(1.,),,

. . . .

ay . . . a,
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the substitution can be made in formula (39). The formulas
are

and
ff(0--4) = ArC4+ oil-2robe.ffb

M b) Ma Mb

(41)

(42)

Formula (41) is but a part of formula (38) and should be
noted when the values for formula 38 are being calculated.

In some cases of placement of entering college students it
may be desired by some to determhie the present differences
of ability existing in the individual student and assume from
such existing differences what particular line of scholastic
endeavor the student should enter upon. To do this most
accurately the methods of differential diagnosis should be
used. These methods have been gathered together by
Segel (107). In general these methods are most valuable to
be used after the student has been admitted to college.
However, there is nothing to prevent the use of differential
diagnosis in predictive problems if a predictive meaning can
be assigned to the diagnosis.

U8e of critical pointAs has been shown in the statistical
procedures described in this chapter the prediction of a
success score gives us a figure which is correct statistically
within certain limits, assuming that the prediction is taking
place with students of the same general kind lipon which
the original equation was determined. In some univers¡ties
there is a rule that a certain grade standard must be main-
tained during the college course in order to insure graduation.
For instance, in one university ugh* the gradbig system A,
B, C, D, and E, where A is excellent, B is gstiod, C is fair,
D is barely passing, and E is failure, tht rule was that an
average_ of, C should be maintained throughout the college
course and that an average of at least C must be made in
order to insure graduation. For this school then the basis
for considering whether a student wille a success or not
means whether or not he can4maintain an average grade of C.
Assume it is found that freshmen generally make poorer
marki than seniors And that it is found that freshmen making
an average grade of D.8 or 2.8, (where A is 5, B is 4, C is'3,
D is 2, and E is 1) will balance up during the course of the
4 years of college to 0.0 or 3.0. This university wants to

: :

-71 ;
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allow entrance to ttudents who have some degree of promise
in making this grade of 2.8 or above. If a student's esti-
mated grade on first-year work is exactly 2.8 does that make
the student a good risk? Actually this means with a large
numbei of students that half of them will attain this average
of 2.8 but one-half of them will not. In order to be more
certain that an individual student will attain the acceptable
average the estimated predicted average must be ligher.
That is, the institution accepting students upon the basis of
predictive measures of students must themselves set up a
critical score which represents a certain percentage of students
who will fail to make a standard. Of course, which students
of several attaining a certain predicted average mark will
fail cannot be foretold. By accepting students with lower
predicted marks the institution will get more students as to
total number who will maintain an average grade of 2.8 as
freshmen, but it will also receive more students who will .

fail to attain this standard. We will describe how an insti-
tution can settle as- to the percentage of passing and failing
students it will admit for various Critical scores which it
might settle upon.

Let us assume that the university considers an average
mark of 2.8 for the freshman year as the critical point above

. which the student is considered successful. Assume further
the following data to have been found on a fairly large
number of students in this institution:
Correlation between intelligence test K and first-year college marks(NO AO-
Correlation between general achievement test M and first-year collegemarks (r.2) = .63.
Correlation between test K and test M (N) = .41.
Mean of first-yeir marks (IV.) = 3.7.
Mean of icores in test K (M1)=155.
Mean of scores in test M (MO 0,168.
Standard deviation of first-year marks (e.)=.7.
Standard de.viation of mores on test K (cri) =22.

, standard deviation of scores on WA M (oil) =86.
The regression eqiiation for tieprediction of marks which will be

actually obtained in this se .6a1cu1ated from this data is 7.2=4.013 It4- .009 1.0-.173 and the standard error would be v.:um .476and the probable error. (P.F.) of the won= .821.
Thip means that any score obtained by the use of the

equation in matt* judged in the light of this standard error

a
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or probable error. If it is decided that 26 is the grade which
must be reached the college must still decide upon what
estimated grade basis it will admit its students. Suppose
various students seeking admission make the following
scores on the tests K and M:

Test IC

Student A
Student B__
student C

AMI. 41111. AMP 61M. 4111, MS, MD

160
98
75

Test M

172
126
93

Substituting these values in the equation

71'.= +.018 .ii+.009 X3+.173

where X, are scores on test K and X, are scores on test M,
the predicted scores are as follows:

Y.= +.013 (160) +.009 (172) +.173.3.8
+.013 (98) +.009 (126) +.173=2.6

31r,= +.013 (75) +.009 (93) +.173=2.0

Now what are the chances in an iudividual case that the
student will be successfa in college if admitted? Consider
the first predicted mark. The predicted mark of 3.8 is
(3.8-2.8) or 1.0 points above the critical point. 'Dividing
this 1.0 by the probable error .321 we obtain a quCtient of 3.11.
This mians that the predicted mark of 3.8 is 3.11 probable
errors above the critical point.

By referring this to table V (p. 41) we' see that ± .3 prob-
able error units representa 96 percent of the cases. Since this
is at a point +3 probableprror units the percent of cases below
it would be represented by 98 percent. At the critical point
there is a chance of success or failure of 50 percent. There-
fore at +3 prgbable error units the chance ofsuccess would
be 98 percent and the chance of failure 2 percent.

For the determination of the schances of success for many
predicted marks it is best to construct a table from which the
chances of success for various predicted marks can be read
off. Table VII is such a table where 2,8 is considered the
critical mark. Only the &tit column of this table livould be
changed in case a different aificid mark is Chosen. The

..
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relationship between the probable errors and the chances of
failing or of being successful given in percentages is stable
for a noivmal distribution. By adding or subtracting ap--
propriate marks values from this critical point correspondingto the probable error values set down in the second column
the table is completed. In table WI for each -F .1 probable
error a value of .0321 was added, since that is equal to .1 of
the probable error as given in this example. Opposite +.1the marks value of 2.80 ± .0321 or 2.83 is therefore given.
Opposite +2 the marks value of 2.80 + 2 (.0321) or 2.86is therefore likewise given. In a similar manner the other
marks values in the table were calculaied.

Returning OM to the predicted success scores of the two
other students, B and C, student B has a predicted mark of
2.6. According to table VII this is - .6 Trobable error Ist
below the critical point and indicates a chance of 66 ut of
100 of failing and a chance of 34 out of 100 of being successful.
Student C has a predicted mark of 1.8. This is about 2%P. E.'s below the Critical mark and indicates that the chanceof failure is 95 or 96 percent.
TABLIC VH.-Changes of failure and success for various predicted satiresusing 2.80 as the critical point expressed in percentages

mark Probable

rating
Percent
failing

Percent
snoonnial

mark PrObable
rating

I

Percent
failing

Percent
successful

1
t

1 3 4 1 3 3 4

4. 08 +1. 0 O. 4 99. 6 2. 77 --0. 1 51 7 47. 33. 92 -t-a. 5 . 9 99. 1 174 - .2 55.4 44 6& 76 & 0 1 2 97. 8 2. 70 - . 8 5& 0 42. 011. 00 1 6 6 96.4 2. 67 - . 4 61 6 89. 4I. & 44 1 0 & 9 91. 1 2. 64 - . 5 63. 2 86. 8& 41 L 9 10. 0 90. 0 2. 61 - . 6 N. 7 St 33. X 1. 8 11. 2 88.8 158 - .7 68,2 IL 8& X L 7 11 6 87. 4 2. 64 - . 8 70. 5 29. 63. 31 1. 6 86. 0 2. 61 - . 9 72. 8 27. 2& X
.,14.0

2.6.--.3.---6 84.4 2. 48 -LO 75. 0 25. 0& Xan 1. 4
L3

17. /I
19. 0

81 7,
81.0

& 45
1 41

-I. 1
-1. 2

77. 1
79. 1

22.9
20. 9& 19 L 2 20. 9 79. 1 135 -L3 81. 0 19. 03. 15 1. 1 22. 9 77. 1 2. 36 -1. 4 82. 7 17. 8& 12 L 0 25, 0 7540 10 -Lb 84. 4 15. 6& 00 . 9 27. 2 71 8 1 29 -1.6 86.0 14. 0& 06 . 8 29. 6 70. 5 2. 25 -1. 7 87.4 11 6S. 02 . 7 31. 8 S. 2 123 -L8 8& 8 11. 2199 . 6 64.3 16,7 2. 19 -1. 9 91 0 10, 0196 .6 368 63.2 116 -1 0 91. 1 8. 9193 4. N.4 8046 2. 00 -2. 5 96, 4 4. 6190

186
. 2
2.

42. 0
44. 6

68.0
614

1. 84
1.68

-&0
-46 97. 8

99. 1
112/10

2.ffr
. 1
. 0

47.3
50.0

62.7
KO
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Where scholastic success is indicated by Korea on certain
examinations, tables like no. VII may still be built up for the
purpose indicated if the &ideal examination score corre-
sponding to our critical mark is known or can be ascertained.

Thus this university which conceives of 2.8 as being tile.
critical point must still decide what Predicted mark shall be
the point at 44hich entrance shall be denied. If the uni-
veriiity does not like to have many failing students enter, it
must put its point of admission somewhere above the critical
point. It can if it wishes put this point so high that few
students will fail. Or again, if numbers of students are
wanted rather than quality, the point of admission may be
placed below the critical point. Of course the values given
in table VII may be used in guidance apart from strict
4cdmission. A university such as a State university may be
compelled to admit all high-school graduates. In this case,
predicted marks may still be 'Used to advantage in the guid
ance of students before or at the time of admiiiioù.

The notation used in the formulas in this section follow in
geniiral that *of Dunlap and Kurtz (38) who have attempted
to establish a uniform system of notation. For details of
statistical method and other formulas the following references
may be consulted:
Brown and Thomson (20) -

Dunlap and Kurtz (38)
Ezekiel (43)
Garrett (47)
Gilliland and Jordan (49)
Hines (57)

.14

Holzinger (58)
Kelley (70) (71)
Otis (96)
Rietz (102)
hugg (104)
Thurstone (120)

9

4

.

.11

.

2

.00

C.



CHAPTEli II : DIRECT RELATIONSHIPS FOUND BETWaN
SINGLE PREDICTIVE ITEMS AND VARIOUS CRITERIA
OF COLLEGE SUCCESS

'THE earliest studies of the prognosis of coil; e succI used the psychological testa developed by Wundt, Cattell,
and others and were in genegal represented as to type by the
cancelation test. Not much relationship was found between

A, the results on these tests and college success. The World
War gave an impetus the practical study of college pre-
diction through the co s ruction of Army Alpha. Many
studies of the value of Army Alpha in predicting college
success were made. Other general mental ability tests for
the direct purpose of testing students about to enter college
were. developed. During this early use and development of
..general mental ability tests at the college level, and at other
levels, there was a great growth in achievenient Wing with
new-type short-answer tests in the elementary and lower
secondary level. Later this sort of material was also intro-
duced in the upper secondary level, both to predict college
success in general and success in specific College subjects.
Thus at first the objective was tile prediction of college suc-
cess in general while later the Olacement and classification
was added as an objective in testing entering college fresh-0
men. A still later develoipmeatactually a refinement in
statistical methodwas the differential ,prediction method
which makes it possible to show mire clearly titian before the
comparative probability of success in different spbjects.

The studies in the field wih be summarized in *the following
sections. First will be presented the relationships found
between single prediction items and some, success criterion.
Second, the relationships resulting from 'combinations of
Items will be presented. Third, the descriptions- of some
recet4 studies in differential predictioq will bb given.

In presenting these relationships the commop expregsion
{or the rgationship will be the correlation coefficient. Inpractici4 all 'cases of the ztero order correlition coefficients
it will be the correlation .ob thtough the Pearson*duct moment method is 'descn in the section p

AT the fact that the correlotion coefficient is used to show
this prognostic relationship, it is not inglied that this is the
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

only method of showing the relationship. It is, however, the
one most commonly used and one which is the best dxpression
mathematically to show thee relationship. The correlation
coefficient is often misinterpreted, largely because of the false
assumption by many that the figure is a percent. A correla-
tion coefficient of .50 is not 50 percent and does not represent
a prognostic capacity of 50 percent. Quotations will be
given from only a few of the available references on this
subject. Many studies of college prediction do not give the
results in such e form as to be usable and many references
are of a general character and do not contain evidence. It
is thought that the studies from which the figures are taken
repi4sent the more important and valid work in the field.
'Cowley's Personnel Bibliographical In4ex (28) giveq valuable
leads to material in this field up to the year 1932.

In the tabulated material giving a summary of the correla-
tiott coeffickits calculated between single prediction items
and a criterion, the criterion is, in all cAses except where
noted differently, scholarship in college as measured by the
marks given by instructors for work performed in regular
course work. It is not specified in the briefly summarized
material whether or not the first quarter, first half, first year,
or the first 2 years' marks are used as a çriterion. In all
cases, however, it represents the marks which the students
received in college from the time they entered. The been-
niné point is set but not the end point. Where correlations
with several successive semesters were found in a study only
the first one was given. These correlation coefficients repre-
sent, therefore, the relationalliT of predictive itemi with
beginning scholarship in college. . might be expected the
relationship between a predictive Reid' and the first semeqter's
scholarship is' closer than its relationship with the second
semester. There is evidence to show that the relationship
between-1i igiedictive item diminishes for successiye semesters
or quarters in college. Anderson and Spencer '-'(2) found
evidence to this effect with the Yale Classifioatiob Test, a"
modified Army Alpha, (table VIII).
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TABLE VIII.Correlation coefficients showing the relationship betweenArmy Alpha scores and marks in the.first and second years of college I

Group

First year

Correla-
tion oo-
efficient

Students

. 41

. 38

. 39

366
564
723

Second year(

Correla-
tion co-
efficient

. 32

. 34
. 82

I Adapted from Anderson and Spencer (2).

Students

334
524
096

In the main the students were the same in these twogroups. This shows a c1;3cided difference in favor of the firstyear as against the second. Corroborating evidence on thispoint is given by Miner (87) wh6 found correlations given intable IX between Army Alpha scores and marks in successivesemestArs. The number of cases is not stated: a

TABLE IX.Correlation coefficients found between Army Alpha scoresand schokrahip in later successive semesters
1st 2d 3d 4th

,

5th eth 7th 8th

.82 . 29 . 28 . 30 . 25

I Adapted from Miner OM.

A summary of. the relationships found between singleprediction items and college scholarships are given in tablesX to XVI, inclusive.
TABLE X. Prediction of general college scholarship using general mental',.tests

Predictive item

Americin Council on Education, psycho-
)ogical examination (various editions).

4111

Reference

Boucher (11)
Condit (27)
Crane (29)
Hartson (54)
Hopkins (50)
Remmen (100)
Remmen (101)
Bagel OH»
Stalnaker (114)._
Stoddard (115)
Thurstone and Thun-

tone (125).

Whitney and Good-
man,(132).

Correlgtion coefficients

39
45
27, .58 women, .50 men
80 women, .53 men
63
45
57

.57
62 4

48, .46; .461 .629 .40p
.441 .541 .52,, AO) .41';
.47, .69, .321. .51, .48,
.40, .49, .49, .56

.33 ,

wat

,./.

ob.
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TABLE X.-Prediction of general college scholarship using general mental
teats-Continued

Predictive item

Anderson
Army Alpha

Brown University examination
Miller mental ability, test

Minnesota College ability test
Ohio State University psychological ex-

amination.

Otis intelligence test

Reference

Scholastic aptitude test of the eollege en-
trance examination board. ---4*

Term= group test

Thorndike intelligence examination for
high-school graduates (various years
and additions).

Crawford (31)
Anderson (1)
Bridges (13)
Colvin (26)
De Camp (34)
Ernst (42)__
Jordan (09)
Miner (N7)
Stoddard (116).
Stone (117 and 118)_.
Tatman (122)
Toll (127)
Van Wagenen (130). .

_ aN,

MacPbail (83)
Binnewies (8) _____ _

MacPbail (83)

Williamson (133)
Blair (9)
Bryns (21)
Edgerton and Toops

(40) -

Guiler (53)
Neuberg (92)

Binnewies (8)
(Wier (53)
Hill (56)
Odell (95)
Thompson and Rus-

sell (124).
Toll (127)

Brown (19)
Cwford (30)

Binnewies (8)
Chiller (63)
Tatman (122)
Toll (127)

Bolenbaugh and Proc-
tor (10).

Bridges (14)
Ciotti= (72)

Clacton (23)
Columbia University

(25).
Grauer and Root (52).4.

.MacPbail (83)

Cbrrelation coefficients

Median .48
42

.38
35

44

41

41

48
50
49

.44, .50

.52, .43, .31

.33

.50
Median .44
.37

.43

.49
Median .46
42

-50. .49
.36
.46

.47

.47
Median .47
.39

40
20, .34

.43, .40

.381 .34
Median .38
46
70

Median .58
49
62

54
28
Median .606
.46, .37

40
.52, .47, .48
.52, Part I .40
50

.65

.39
41
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TABLE X.Predidion of general college scholarship using general mental

testsContinued

Predictive item

Thorndike intelligence ,examination for
high-school graduates (various years
and addition).

trniversity of Washington Intelligence
test.

Yale damnification tests (modified Alpha).

Reference Correlation ooefficients

Nelson (90)
Root OM
Symonds (120)
Tallman (121) __

Term= (122)
Wood (134)

...

Dvorak and Salyer

Anderson and Spencer
(2).

36, .37, .537 .27, .38, .53
.51

42
.51

41, .00
55

Median .46
.37

.41, .381 29 It
Median .39

TABLE XI. Prediction of general college scholarship using general
achievement tests

Predictive item

Achievement in high-school work meas-
ured by the Pennsylvania study spon-
sored by the Carnegie Foundation, Al
1927.

College entrance examination board__ _

Iowa high-school content examination__ _

Iowa placement tests. Ill tests except
ET-1.

New York regents examainations_____ _ _

Reference Correlation ooefficients

Sonee-Harry high-school achievement test

Rill (56)

Beatley (6)
Brigham (16)
Crawford (30)
Crawford and Burn-

ham (32).

Cleeton (22)

Stoddard (11$)

Gilkey (48)
Jones (67)

Boucher (11)

.629 .66
Median .59

50

46, .39
64

.43

Median .46
49, .49
Median .49
75

50
70 women, .40 men

Median .50
57

TABLE XII. Prediction of general college scholarship using teats Ofspecific traits, aptitudes, or achievements

Predictive item

AptItude test for elementary- and high-
school teachers. .

Iowa High School content examination,
English section.

Iowa High School content examination,
mathematics section.

Iowa High School content examination,
science section.

Iowa High School content examination,
social-studies Notion.

Reference Correlation coefficients

Fritz (46)

Segel (110)

OP

___ do_

63

.35

22

19

--------

(37).

5
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-----

_
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7

9
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TABLE XIL-Predidien of- general College scholarship using tests of
specific traits, aptitudes, or achievemente-Continued

Predictive item Reference Correlation coefficients

Iowa placement examinations, chemistry
aptitude.

Iowa placement ION ulna, chemistry
training.

Iowa placement examinations, English
aptitude.

Iowa plaoement examinations, English
training.

Iowa placement mmmainationN maths-
metier; aptitude.

Iowa plaoement ezaminations, maths-
matits training.

Iowa plaoement . Ilona, combined
physics aptitude and training.

Iowa plaoement examinations, combined
mathematics aptitude Wad training.

Ohio State University psychological ex-
amhation, arithmetioiroblems section.

Ohio State University psychological
examination, similarities-opposits no-
tion.

Ohio State University psychologies'
examination, analogies section.

Ohio State University psychological
examination, nambir-progression mo-
tion,

Ohio State University psychological
examination, perairaph-msaning no-

: ikon.
Study- I. . test, Ohio State

University, difficult comprehension.
\\ Study - performance t est, StateOhio

University, foreign wads and phrases.
Study performanoe test, Ohio State

University, dim:ranged sentences.
\Study perkrmanoe task Ohio State

University, study-habit questSons.
I (!) oval test, Ohio State

note-takimt test.
Th . vocational guidance tests

th originating students) geometry.
vocational guidance tests,

information.
vocational guidance tests,

Thurston*
Plitske

guidance testa,

Remmers (101)
Stoddard (115)

_

Remmers (101)
Stoddard (115).

Brown (19)
Remmers
Stoddard

(101)
(115)_.

Remmers
Stoddard

(100._
(116)

Brown (19)
Stoddard

Dvorak and Salyer
Ca7).

do

Blair (9)

do

do

do

_ _ do__

Toops, Adkins, Meyer
(128).

do

do

do

do .

Beatty and Cleeton
(7).

do

do

do

do

.50

.62
Median'.61
.36

.06

.48
Median .266
44

.14

.37

Median .37
.12
42

Median .27
.38

.35
Median .366
.56

Median .13
44, .44

Median .44

42, .43
Median .426
21, .28
Median .246

415, a
Median .42

.48

47

.37

.27

40

.30

25

42

.38

.24

.41

e
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 63
TA.BLI XIII.---Prediction of scholarship in specific college subjects using

general mental tests

Predietive item Sped& criterion item Reb3rence Correlation
coefficients

American Council on
Education peyohologi-
ioal examination.

Army Alpha

Marks in English

Marks in bintuale--(or-
sign lamina-

French_
Germsn__
Spanish_

Marks in mathematios_____

Marks in social studies:
General
History

g0000111i01

edam_
Marks in saisoos:

Biology

Clasmistry

Physics
Marla fa Ina&

Marks lit languages:
Trench.-

Marks in edema:
-$ General

Biology
Chemistry.
Physics

Marks in social studies:
History

Boucher (11)
Segel (110)
Thurgau) and Thur.

stone (126).

.0"

Segel (110)
Thurston and Thur.-

stone (126).

Boucher (11)
do
d,o

Remmers (101)
Thurston* and Thur.-

stone (123).

Segel (110)
Boucher (11)
Thurston. and Thur

stone (125).

Boucher (11) _

do

Thurgau) and Thur-
stone (126).

Remmers (101)
Thurston* and Thur-

stone (1210.

Boucher (11)
Jordan
Stone (UM

Stone (118)
do

Jordan (00)
Stone (118)
Jordan (GO)

Stone (1111)

Jordan (10)
Stow (118)

do
do

Jordan (00)
Stone MS)

Median .4C6
42

.38

Median .40

as
45
46

.33

Median .40

.33
47

Median .41
.4/J

Jo

.38

Median .41
.66

.52

.50

Median .51

JO
.36
.31

12

.21

.38
Median .205

.45

.23

.31
44

6.

fr
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0 .4
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17
.40

.52 .41

.389 .41

.66
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64 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

TABLE XIII.Predietion of scholarship in epee* college subjects using
general mental testaContinued

Predve item Specific criterion item Returnee Correlation
coelfleisnts

Brown University Marks in English
illation.

Otis group testa Marks In languages:

Term= group
Thorndike in

examination id; high-
school graduates.

I I . -

Free&

Latin
%Ankh

Marks in mathematics:
Algebra

Marks in science:
Biology.
Botany
Zoology

Marks in social studies:
Economics
Political science

Objective-test psychologY -

Marks in English

marks in languages:
French_

German
Spanish

Marks in mathematics_ _

Marks in science:
Biology

Chemistry

Physics
Zoology

MaoPhail (82)

Odell (96)
Than) (123)

Odell (95)
do

do°

do
do
do

Median .425
.37

.32
22
Median .32
41

27

31

42
37

do 2S
do

Nelson and Denny (91) 1 64
Lefever (BO) 26
Root (103)
Stoddard (pt. I (115)_ . 42, . 36

Median . 36

Leiever (80) 19
Root (103)
Stoddard (pt. I) (115) . 25

Median . 825
Root o 50
Lefever (90) 30
Root (103) 47

Median . 385

Lefever (80) 24
Root OM 110,^11961
Stoddard (pt. I) (115) _ . 23

Median . 45

Root (103)

do
Lefever (90)

Root (103)
Lefever (80)

49, .52
Median . 606

43
21

Median . 335

30
30

Not and in the ealoulation of medians because themalt was not obtained from marks.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGZ 65
TABL11 XIV.Predidion of scholarship in specific college subjects, using

general achievement teats

Predictive item Specific criterion item Reference Correlation
coefficients

Iowa comprehension test_

lowa higechool content
examination.

Marks in English

Marks in languages:
FrenaL

Marks in =Unmade.
Marks in science:

Chemistry

Marks in

Marks in languages:
newt.

Marks in mathematics
Marks in science:

Chemistry

Stoddard (115)

do
do

do

Nelson (88) -------

Stoddard (115) -----

do
do

do

47, .44
Median .455

31
43

3S, .33
Median .33
. 33

. 39, .45
Median .39

42
50

Median .31

TABLE, XV. Prediction of scholarship in specific college sukecis usingtests of specific traits, aptitudes, or achievements
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONBY SECTIONS (all Segel and Gerberich (112) )

Test
Marks in

Foreign Mathe-
languages maim

Completion (I) -
Artificial language (II)
Analogies (=-
Arithmetic (IV)
Opposites (V)

. 54

. as
. 20
. 51

. 19

. 38

. 25

. 14

. 32

. 33
. 43
. 31
. as
.

Predictive item !Specific criterion item

College entrance exam-
ination board, com-
prehensive chemistry.

Comprehensive
English.

Comprehensive
?render

Comprehensive
mathematics.

80 note p.

Marts in dieraistry.---

Marks in

Marks in French_

Marks in mathematics.

Reference Correlation
coefficients

Crawford and Btirn-
ham (22).

Brigham (16)___...... -
Crawford and Burn-

ham (32).
Whitman (131) .

Brigham (16)
Brigham °O.....
Whitman (131)

Brigham (16)
Crawford and Burn-

ham (SC

.381

.43

.30

le, average of 7
coefilcients

Median .39 I
.44
3B
47, average of 6

coefficients
Median .471
.32
.36

t...

........

......

:M

.... . a

...

la.

.

.

. .

.

. 24, .38

..

alb.= .

. a 41

a 1M ...... - .....
40. - .. .........
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70.
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TABLE XV.--Prediction of scholarship in sped* college subjects using
tests of spezific traits, aptitudes, or achievemenitContinued

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
BY SECTIONS (all Segel and Gerberich (112) )Oontinued

Predictive item Specific criterion item

Iowa High School con-
tint examination,
English section.

Iowa High School con-
tent examination,
mathematics.

Iowa High School con-
tent examination,
science section.

Iowa High School con-
tent examination,
social4tudies section.

Iowa placement exam-
inations, chemistry
aptitude.

Chemistry training_

English aptitude__

English training....

Iratku language
aptitude.

French training

Marks in English

Marks in languages...
Marks in social studies
Marks in English
Marks in languages __

Marks in mathematics__
Marks in social studies__
Marks in English
Marks in languages.... -
Marks in science:

Chemistry
Marks in social studies__
Marks in English
Marks in languages
Marks in social studies
Marks in chemistry.--

Marks in chemistry...-

Marks in English

Marks in English

Marks in foreign lan-
guages.

Marks in Frenob
Test in French
Marks in French

Reference Correlation
coefficients

Segel (110)
Stoddard (115). .....

Segel (110)
do
do

Stoddard (115)
Segel (110).

do '
_

Stoddard (115)
Segel 410)

do
do
do

Langlie (77)
Miller (86)

Remmers (101)
Stoddard (116)

Lane's CM
Miller (86)

Stoddard (115)

Langlie (77)
Miller (86)

Stoddard (116)

LangUe
Miller (86)

Nelson (88)
Stoddard (115)*

Miller (86)

Tharp (12B) .....
do

Miller (86)

Stoddard (115)

Median .84
aa

.43

Median. 896 1

29

02

28

28

10

09

17

28

.17

13

oa

23 1

561 .56
.51, average of

29 coefficients
24 .55
40

Median .51 1
43

.54, average of
18 coefficients

.34, 46
Median 44
44, .46
44, average of 24

coefficienii
42,

Median .44 1
.68,

40, &veal. of
X oodlielents

48

61, .600 .64
Medlin .40 1
48, averap of 7

coefficients
1.47
1.64

42, average of 4
coefficients

a
1 See note p. 70.
I Not used in the calculation of medians bemuse result wee not obtained from marks.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 67
TABLE X'STA--Prediction of scholarship in specific. college subjects'usingtests of specific traits, aptitudes, or achievements-atContinued
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONBY SECTIONS (all Segel and Gerberich (112) )Continued

Predictive item Specific criterion item

Mathematics apti-
tude.

Mathematics train-
ing.

Physics aptitude...

Physics training_ _

Nelson-Denny Coiled
reading test.

New York Regents ex-
aminatious, English.

Ancient languages__

Mathematics
Social science
Modern foreign lan-

guages.
Exact science _____
Preliminary foods

test.
BonesHarry High

School achievement
test:

Language and lite#
ature section.

Science section

Social studies Bet}
tion.

Marks in mathematics_ _

Marks in mathematics_ _

Marks in physics _ _ _

Marks in physics.._ _ ____

Marks in English_ _

do

Marks in ancient lan-
guages.

Marks in mathematics
Marks in social studies
Marks in modern foreign

languages.

Aiiisience Correlation
coefficients

Marks in exact science
Marks in foods

Marks in English

Marks in chemistry
Marks in geology
Marks in physics
Marks in economics

Marks la history
Marks in political .8Cf

.'.

1 See note p. 70.

-

Miller (86)

Stoddard (115). _

Miller (86)
Remmers (101)___
Stoddard (115). _____

Bear (6)
Miller (86)

Miller (88)

Nelson (88)

Gilkey (48)

_do.._ _

do_____
do

___ __do_

_ do.
Brown (18)

Boucher (11)

do
do
do
do

do
do

Median 1.52
44, average of 32

coefficients
.47
Medianj..44
48

.66
53, 60, 70
Median 1.60
50
40, average of 7

coefficients
Median 1.40
53, average of 4
coefficients

.37

149

)3g

t.34

34

15

1 51

1.45

59

I 00

48

1.52

1.52
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70 .PREDICATION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

TABLE xy-uSummary table of predictive relationshipsContinued
4

SPECIFICSCHOLARSHIP IN COLLEGE SUBJECTS OR SUBJECT GROUPS

language
ch

German
Latin_
Spanish

English
Mathematics
Science_
Exact science

Biology
Botan IP

Physics_
. Zoology

Soda14571aes_
Economics
History
Political science were

.k

L.

General
mental
tests

355
. 322
36
41
226

. 387.

. 356
45

30
42

. 336
50
336

. 33
34
417

. 266

Generak
achieve-

ment
tests

Tests of

éraTecificts, apti-
tudes, or
achieve-
ments 1

. 365

. 422

. 465

.32

e

Or 4.1. Ayr

. 355

. 47

*: 3
. 16

'51
. 52

. 40

. 48

. 52

. 62

I only tests which may be assumed to be prognostic of success in each of the subjects olvedsummarised in this column. The test results used have been maricz.: ha the datagiven previously in this section.

GENERAL COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP AND AVERAGE. HIGH-SCHOOL MARKS

Median .66

Referring to the summarization of the data on correlz. tion
coefficients it is seen that general achievement tests at the
end of the high-school course are more prognostic of geheral
college scholarship than general niental tests whereas
individual tests of se: c traits, aptitudes, and achievements
are ldwest of all fix' i purpose. The coefficients are .535,
.44, and .367, respective The, mectan correlation found

-school marks and general college
scholarship is .551 which is slightly high than the highest
of the three median coefficienta found i the use of single
testa. Other writers (Douglass, 35 and Odell, 95) have
noteed theffact' that the coefficient of correlation when college
success is predicted from average high-school markkis- higher
than the corresponding coeffidient obtained with general
mefital testa. When general achievment testa are uspd the
difference in favor of average high-school. marks is not great.
There is also a factor in this situation which should be taken
into account before .piaking_anyvag co It is

etive correlation coefficients using ave
high-school mvice are more variablo than ments
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PREDICTION OF SUCCES8 IN COLLEGE 7 I

lained through the -use of general scholastic aptitude orgeneral-achievement testa. The results from these differentschools are more stable when test result's are considered.Just what marks from any one high school means is notknown accurately since the correlation coefficients for marksfor any high school or for the entrants to any college mayvery likely be anywhere #from..45 to .65 and can be muchless or somewhat more than these figure& As high-schoolinstructors become more proficient in assigning marks thesedifferences in co.efficienta`will to some extent disappe4r.Tho general trends 6f these coefficients of correlation areimportant. Thesè show*that Mr predicting general collegescholarphip the best testa are those testing general achieve-ment and that for predicting scholarship in specific college sub-jects, testa ofspecific aptitudes or achievements are the best.
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CHAPTER ¡II : DIRECT RELATIONSHIPS FOUND BETWEEN
tOMBINATIONS OF PREDICTIVE ITEMS AND VARIOUS
CRITERIA OF COLLEGE SUCCESS

THIS section will present the resurts of studies where
two or more items have been combined through the

medium of the regression equation to predict success in a
college subject or group of college subjects. The multiple
correlation coefficient expresses the efficiency of the resulting
relationship. We will give first, a table of results in which
the criterion of success was general college scholarship (table
XVIII) and second, the results when predicting atta¡nment
in particular college subjects.

TABLE XVIII. Prediction éf general college scholarship using a
combination of predictive items

MIL

. Predictive item combination

(a) Ohio psychological examination
(b) High-school marks aveiage

(a) Ohio psychological examination'
(b) Specific high4cbool subject marks

(a) High-school English marks
(b) High-school natural science marks
(c) High-school mathethatics marks
(d) University of Washington intelligence 4sta
(e) Iowa mathematics aptitude and training tests
(ft Iowa physics aptitude and training tests

a
(a) College entranoe board examination
(b) Average high-school marks
(c) Scholastic aptitade test
(d) Age at entrance

(a) Average high-edbool marks
(b) Otis group intelligence test
(c) Cross English test

(a) Average high-school mold
(b) Amerkan council.psycholofical examinat9

(a) Average high-school maiks
(b) (Ohio 8tateUniversity
(e) Ohio study performance

examination

(t) Rip* in high-school class
(b) Minntdota intelligence examination

72

*ference-

Blair (9)

Blair (9)

Dvorak and Salyer (87)

Crafford (30)

Edds and McCall (39)

Douglas! j5)

}Asthma (R)

Johnston WI (64)(

Correla-
tion co-
efficient

p.

70. . 64

. 88

. 74,

. 81

. 63

. 75

. 67

41

- lice

711

I
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TAILE XVIII.Predittion of general college scholarship using acombination of-predictive items-----ontinued

Predictive item combination

(a) Average high-school marks
(b, Otis group intelligence test

(a) Average high-school marks
(b) American cfuncil psychological examinhtion

(a) Ohio University intelligence examination
(b) Average high-school marks

(a) Average higb-school marks
(b) Otis intelligence test

(a) Terman group
(b) Average high-school marks
(c) Character ratings

(a) Average high-school marks
Thorndike intelligence test

(a) Average high-school marks
(b) American council psychological examination

(a) Average high-school marks
(b) New York regents examination
(c) Thorndike intelligence examination

GOP

Reference

Jordan (68)

May (85)

Newberg (92)

Odell (95)

Pierson and Nettels (97)

Proctor (99)

Symonds (119)

I
Wood (134)

Correla-
tion oo-
efficient

. 58

. 67

. 58

. 65

. 1

. 59

. 88

Odell (95) determned that there was little difference as topredictive coefficients obtained by using point'scores (rawscores) on the Otis bY using the I.Q. calculated from thepoint score. Odell calculated zero order coefficients andmultiple correlations between various high-school subjects,average high-school marks, and point score on the Otis self-administering test of mental ability, higher examination,on the one hand, %.and marks ill particular college subjects pntile other. He found very little differential predictive valuein the marks in various high-school subjects and not muchof an increase in the multiple correlation coefficient using2.or 3 factors over the simple zero order correlation coeffi-cient. Table XIX gives erne of Odell's results.

e

A

(6)
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TABLE XIX. Relationship between the combinaiion of certain high-
school records and scholarship in certain college freshmen tub fects1

High-schodl predictive items (all average of
marks mentioned)

(a) Mathematics
(b) A verage

(a) Chemistry
(b) Science
(c) Intelligence point score

(a) Average
.(b) History
(c) Intelligence point score

(a) Average
(b) French
(c) English
(d) Intelligence point wore

r.

(a) Geometry
(b) Mathematics
(c) verageA or intelligence point score

(a) English
(b) Foreign language
(c) Intelligence point score

(a) Average
(b) History
(c) Intelligence point score

. (a) English
(b) Intelligence point score
(c) Average or Latin

Sub)ect in which scholarship
was predicted

Algebra

Chemistry

Economics

French

Geometry

German

History

Rhetoric

.

Multiple
correlation
coefficient

Adapted from Odell, (OA).

4

la

53

53

. 43

as

. 46

Stoddard. (115) using the Iowa high-school content exami-
nation, the Iowa comprehension, part I of the Thorndike
Intelligence Examination for High-School Graduates, and
the Iowa placement tests found multiple correlations higher

those found by Odell for most of the college subjects
upon which he obtained data. His results are given in brief
form in Able XX. ,

certirrin totalTABLE XX. Multiple correlation coefficients between mulls
and marks in particular college subjects

Tests - Criterion
Multi I

ootedsat

(a) Iowa high-echool content
(b) Iowa ocanprebention
(c) Tborndika, pt. I

Iowa .1, .1,1 French training

From etoddird. (l4).
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 75
TABLE XX. Multiple correlaii*n coefficient., between certain test resultsand marks in particular college subjectsContinued

I MultipleTests Criterion correlation
coefficient-

(a) Iowa high-school content
(b) Iowa comprehension
(c) Thorndike, pt. I

(d) Iowa placement, chemistry training

(a) Iowa high-school content
(b) Iowa comprehension
(c) Thorndike, pt. I
(d) Iowa placement, chemistry placement

(a) loTa high-school content
(b) Iowa comprehension
(e) Thorndike, pt. I
(d) Iowa placement, English training

(a) Iowa high-school content
(b) Iowa comprehension
(c) Thorndike, pt. I
(d) Iowa placement, English aptitude

(a) Iowa high-school content, English sec-
tion.

(b) Iowa placement, English training

(a) Iowa high-school content
(b) Iowa comprehension
(c) Thorndike, pt. I
(d) Iowa placement, mathematics training

(a) Iowa high-school content, mathematics
section.

(b) Iowa placement, mathematics training.

Chemistry . 44

Chemistry

English

English

English

48

. 52

Mathematics . 60

Mathematics . 63

0.

In addition to the results cited, the work of Mann (84)should be mentioned. Using the Iowa pla.cement tests,CA, EA, ET, MA, and MT, and the School of Mines Engi-
neering drawing placement examination he finds
The -correlations we have secured between raw test scorestind coursegrades have been good, ranging from .626 to .810, according to thecourse and department. Correlations between averages for all Witsand first semester scbolarship range upward from .750 for variousclasses. Correlation between first and second gamester grades is .940,which indicates rather a high reliability for the gradesteing awarded: -

It will be noted that coefficients using a combination ofitems are higher than those given for single predictive items
as gives.* part II, chapter II. ThiEris an important point.

II

.

. 64

t.
. 83
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CHAPTER IV : STUDIES OF DIFFERENTIAL PREDICTION

I N THE preceding chapter the results of studiesoof direct
prediction were given iu each case iii. which one or more

factors were .used in the prediction of success in some one
criterion. This criterion has been either the average achieve-
ment in all college subjects or the achievement in some
particular subject or closely allied group of subjects. In
the problem of placement and guidance, after a student
has been admitted to college we are interested mainly in how
well the student will do in individual subjects in comparison
one with the other.

At first glance it would seem that if the direct prediction
from two subjects is at hand, it would be easy to determine
in the case of any on/ individual the subject in which he
would do best. This, however, is not true with the present
methods of evaluating achievement in college because the
marks given in the different departments vary considerably
in their central tendency and also because the capacities of
the students in different departments differ materially.
This has been shown by Eel ls (41). for one university.
These variations by departments are at aCcidental varia-
tions. Kuenzel and Toops (75) determined that the level
of the intelligence of the students in different divisions of
college study was comparatively stable over a period of
years.

The most accurate mparison between predicted success
in two or more s ts must taie into account these varia-
tions both ai to varialtioils in marks and in the ability of the
students. This more accurate method has been called
differential prediction to distinguish-it from direct predic-
tion. It .must be noted, however, that the comparison of
the direct predictions on two or more different subjects is
after all also differential prediction diren though the accuracy
in this case is undetermined.

In order to show more clearly the procedures involved
in using the more accurate methods of differential predic-
tion, thére follows a rather fun description of a compre-
hensive investigation' made by Segel (109) in 1932.

The testa selected were those which seemed to have
possibilities' for the differentiation of success .in different

76

ARP
.. . :000 .0

a

-41(

I
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PREDICTION OF StUCCESS IN COLLEGE 77
college subject groups. These testa were: Van WagenenReading History Scale A; Cross English Test A; IllinoisStandardized Algebra Test; Standard Interest Report Blank(also called the Cowding Intèrest Questionnaire), andWyman Association Test for Interests. The WymanAssociation Test for Interests was omitted from considerationearly in the investigatioq because the reliability coefficientwas found to be about .00. This does not impugn the valueof the test for the level for which it was constructed, i.e.,the upper elementary school level.

The tests were given to 200 graduating seniors (class of1925, Polytechnic High School, Long Beach, Calif.). Therecords made by these students in their college work wereobtained insofar as was possible. The records for theacademic years 1925-26 find .1926-27 were asked for andused. College records for 97 students wept found to beusable in this study out of 115 reports on students. It isbelieved that the reports on more than 95 percent of thestudents enrolling in colleges during the 2 yb-ars afore-.mentioned were obtained from the original group of 200that were tested. The college records were analyzed forsubjects which seem to fall into natural ability groups.After considerable preliminary investigation in the dif-ferentiation of various college groups the following werefinally determined upon as giving the best possibilities:English, languages, economics, history, biological science,and physical science.
The language grow included all foreign languages. Itwas composed mostly, however, of French, Spanish, andGerman. Ta other subject gro s are self-explanatory.From the marks in the six subject ups the reliabilities ofand intercorrelations between the groups were calculated.The raw data 'for this work were given in the followingform:

Student lAnsosied istori Econanila Biological
science

Physical
English

L B 3 COO 3.5 3 C It() 3.3 DCC._ 2.7 COBC
This questionnalie wad laterrevied and extended in form by Dr. Edward K. Strong, Jr.
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78 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE

Each letter is the mark in some particular subject in
that subject group. To find mean marks the system was

elopted where A equals 1, B equals 2, C equals 3, D equals
4, and all failure marks or F's equal 5. The reliability of
the single marks in each subject is given in table I. All
the- cQefficients of correlation reported in table I and in the
tables4following are based on various sized Populations taken
in all cases from the records of the 97 students for whom
we have college records. In some cases, overlapping popu-
lations have been used where identical populations wotdd
have been more desirable becau.se they would have made
certain correlations higher. For most of the tables the
range of P.E.'s is given.

Table XXII gives the intercorrelations between the college
subject groups using individual marks. All the correlations
reported in tables XXI a'nd =I have been calculated by
the Pearson product moment methdd, corrected for broad
categories. (Kelley (71), p. 167.)

The data were now lvailable for making a good estimate
of the existence of differential groups of college subjects
among the particular ones investigated. This was done by
the application of the formula for the correction for attenua-
tion of the correlations reported in table XXII. These
correlations are reported in- table =II.

These correlations represent estimates of the true correla-
tion as to success between these college subject groups when
measured by the individual marks since they are correlations
resulting when the inadequacies of the measuring instrument
have been taken into account and allowed for.

TABLE XXLReliabilities of the indiridual marks in college subject
groups I

Language& 664
F,/conomics. 571
History .370
Biological science&__. __ __ _ ___ _____ .........

.

.606
Physical science& __ ___ t .819
English_ 406

The P.E.'s for thislable live a range of .02 to .06.
From Segel (109).
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 79
*TABLE XXII. Intercorrelation coefficients between college aubjeagroups using individual marks 1

_A

Subject

Languages
Economics
H
Biol cal science
Phys cal science

oonomics HgTory

. 217 . 523
. 298

Biological
science

Physical
science English

. 392
. 438
. 347

. 779

. 648

. 165

. 415

. 517
. 187
. 327
. 198
. 320

I From Segel (109).
The P.E.'s for this table have a range of .02 to .05.

TABLE XXIII.Iniercorrelation coeffifients corrected for attenuation

Subject Economics

Languages
Economics

Biol cal science
Nips cal science

. 352

If

History

1. 054
.643

Biological
science

. 618
. 741
. 734

Physical
science

. 475
1. 004

. 377

.741

English

. 996
. 388
. 845
. 396
. 697

I From Segel (109).

These correlations corrected for atterwation differ con-siderably. Any pair of college subject groups that produce acorrelation near 1.00 indicates that the abilities involved inthe two groups were nearly the same and that therefore nodifferentiation can be expected. From a consideration of thetable the following pairs of subject groups were set down asdifferentiable: Languages and economics, languages and bio-logidal science, languag..; and physical science, economics andhistory, economics a4d biological science, economics andEnglish, history and biological science, history and physicalscience, biological science and physical science, biologicalscience and English, and physical science and Engliih.The two equations which are applicable are (39) angiven in part II, chapter I. These are:

and

and

rd= bd1.13. ...... . .11X1 .11X2. . la. .
+bal. Is (*-1) Xs+ C

C= Md bdln 91M1 bd311.
41.13 (1-1)111%

ed-i= 10143. , .* 0741/ 1 fix+
bde.13. . . . . . . . .sanh rig+. . t

402-
(ie 1)0141 .--- raw)

o

+1

1

b412.12. .
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80 PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLIdGE

The zero order correlations with the criteria, i.e., the corms
lations of the test and questionnaire scores with the differ-
ences in marks in the pairs of subject groups selected are
given in table XXIV. In order to pro.ceed with the calcula-
tions it was also necessary to obtain the intercorrelations
between the test items and the reliabilities of the test items.
The reliabilities calculated from these datacannot be compared
directly to reliabilities published for these tests and ques-
tionnaires since this group is a somewhat selected group.
In -most cases our reliabilities will be found to be lower.
These reliabilities were found by splitting the tests in half
and using the Spearman-Brown formula. The population
in all cases for this purpose was 50. The reliabilities are
given in table XXV. The intercorrelations are given in
table XXVI.

Next were found the regression coefficients or constants
and the multiple correlation coefficierits for each of the
college subject group pairs for which a difference was to be
estimated. All items for the calculotion of constants were
omitted where the correlation with the criterion was less
than .10 since, in general, such low correlations will result
in little or no value in a regression equation. The constants
and the multiple correlation coefficients were calculated by
the method of successive approximations. (Kelley (71),
p. 302.)

a
TABLE XXIV.Correlationa of different items with certain critiria of

college success I

Criteria

v _

Read- English Air Midi- Law !Ms

Difference in marks received in-
Language, phydes i . 037 . 333 . 195 . 219 . 236 . 388
IAnguage, economics__ ........ ___ .170 -. 451 .147 -. 140 ,-. 122 . 299
lAngup, biological science . 155 . 010 . 150 -. 031 -. 287 . OW
Boonom, histart -. 478 . 152 -. 316 . 221 -. 023 -. ON
Economics, English -. 344 . 067 - .029 -. 006 . 209 .000

it physical science . 325 . 182 -. 186 . 223 -. 277 039
B , cal science, E nab_ -.046 . 022 . 122 -. 257 . 316 -.161
Ph cal science, English -. 179 . 122 .000 -. 032 . 357 -. 061
'Commies, biologi b. science -.208 . 151 -. 042 . 317 -. 183 .000

ol wool_b science_ _ _ . 325 . 142 .075 . 162 -. 267 -.070
Biological wife" physical science_ _ _ . 000 -. 066 -. 074 -. 346 . 214 . 252

From Segel (109).

The P.E.'s for the correlations of greater than .100 for this tibia range trom..08 to .10.
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PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 81
TABLE XXV.Reliability of test items used in the prediction study 4Test:

Va4 genen reading
Crtng1iah
Ilfinois algebra
Cowdery questionnaire medicine
Cowdery questionnaire law
Cowdery questionnaire engineering_

From Segel (109).

TABLE XXVI.Iniercorrelation

. 769
. 642
. 953
. 431
. 318
. 465

coefficients between teat iter)s'

Test , Cross
English

Illinois
algebra

Cowdery
medicine

Cowdery
law

Cowdery
engineeringVan Wagenen read1r4

Cross English
Ell WOis algebra

.Cowdery medicine
Cowdery law

f 830 . 204
.062

,

.012
. 170. 164

.015
.060

.155. 244

. OM

. 281
., --. 141. 65(I From Segel (109).

The P.E.'s for this table range from .05 to r.
This method gives constipts and multiple correlationcoefficidnts to. any degree of*curac'y required. We havecalculated our multiple regression coefficients to within .001of the optimum value. The cpnstants are therefore as accu-rate as ntgessary for the work knvolv.ed. The pair economics'and Englishhave only twa °Correlations with test and ques-tionnaire items which are wore than .10 and therefore wehave omit044his pair in our further study. The constantsand the muliiple regression coefficients are giiren in tableXXVII. The multiple correlation coefficients are in gener0very superior to the zero order coefficients a correlationbetween the various test items and the criteria. This is Clueto the low ihtercorrelations between the test items. If theseintercorrelations were not low our multiple correlation coeffi-I cients would not be nearly as áignificant as they are now.

TABLE XXVILRgression coefficients and multiple coiTelation coeffi-cients for predict pairs l

Languages'
and physi-.

cal scienee

Item

Reading test
English test
Algebra test
Cowdery medicine
Cowdery law
Dowdery engineering

Multiple correlation coefficient re-suiting
From Segel (L09).

Languages

annomics

.369

.086
011
428

. 865

. 394
.663

014
. 094

. 481-

. 694

Languages
and bio-

logical sci-
ence

. 134

. 087

.271

Economics
and history

.536
. 323

. 126

. 333 . 632

! e
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TABLE XXVII.Regredition coefficients and multiple correlation coeffi-
cients for prediction paireContinupd

..

Items
History

and physi-
cal science

Biological
science and

English

Physical
science and

'English

Reading test .
English test
Algebra test ..%.

Cowdery medicine
Cowdery law
Cowdery engineering

Multiple correlation coefficient re-
sultWs o

,

Reading test
English test
Algebra test
Cmidery medicine
Cowdery law
Cowdery engineering

Multiple correlation ooefficient re-
suiting

254
172

--- 342. 378
037

169
2132

.214
112

.142

.345

.427

Economics
and bio-

logical ad
once

,A
114"Ty

A'4biological
science

Biological
science and
Ph

oe

.
,

,

.203
.344
.414

We have chosen a multiple correlation coefficient of .500
as a critical coeffiCient for determining whether or not we
should set up prediction equations. This is of course arbi-
trary -although it is a common practice to consider coefficients
of less than .50 to indicate'precliction efficiency too low to be
of praétical value. Even higher correlations may not bring
about efficiency of a practical sort. It depends upon other
factors irr the situation. Since we are; primarily concerped
in establishing a, method, no further discussion of this point
will be carried on. There are four pairs of groups that huve
multiple correlation coefficients above .50. The multiple
regression equations for these four groups and the probable
errors of the resulting predictive xalues have been calculated
by the use of formulas 39 and 40.

The equation for predicting a difference in achievement in
marks between bconomics and history ii favor of history is as
follows:

L(Zr_ii) E= 4.474X1+ .192X2 .13813+ .015X4+ 24.5
0.4.i= 2.53

P. E.4.0=21.71

.4

p.

.

.

..... _______

_ ..... _ _ .

................... ..... ..........

I03

____

268
206

. 245
133

.

.098
.245
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Similarly the predictive equations and the probable errorsfor the other three pairs of college subject groups were foundto be as follows:
Languages ana economics. in favor of economics

7td(L--pe) .391X1
04.;= 4.29

P. E.d.¡=, 2.89

.37 1 Xs+ .010X3 + .012 4+ .018X5+ .044Xe+ 26.4

Languages and physical science in favor of physical science
eldue-- in= .161X3+ .037X3 .008X4+ .001 X5 ± .029X6+ 36.3ffd.i= 2.19
P. E.d.¡= 1.48

History and physical science in favor of physical science
rd(gm= .187X1+ .087X1 .031X4 .029X5 :MX, .2ad.i= 2.65
P. E.d.¡= 1.79

The practical application of the differential prediction equa-tion8.The application of the four prediction equationsobtained in the preceding chapter will be illustrikted. Inorder to lessen confusion in the arithmetical computationand for ease of interpretation, the differences in marksbetween any two subject groups have been transformed sothat the final predictive value is positive. This transforma-tion scale is given in table XXVIII. In the cilculations ofthis study these transformed values have been used. Forthis illustration the equations have been applied to theoriginal records used in this study. For this purpose a sampleof the students were taken who had complete test and ques-tionnaire data and at leaet, one actual difference betweensubject groups oue of the four differences predicted. Fifty-six of our students came under this dassification. The useof the original records for this plopose causes a somewhatbetter prediction, no doubt, than wduld be the case if newrècords were to be used.
The equation for economics and history in favor of historyIs

.474X4+ .192X3 .138Xl+ .015X4+ 24.5

i=

"

a

4
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.49
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TABLE XXVIII. Table r changing differences in marks betwe,in college
subject groups to a positive value

Difference
Trans-
formed

SCOTS
Difference

Trans-
formed
score

1. 3
1. 2
1. 1
1. 0

1

2
3
4

. 6

.

. 8

19
20
21
22. 9 . 9 23. 8 1. 0 24. 7 1. 1 25. 6 8 1. 2 26

5 9 1. 3 27. 4 10 1. 4 28. 3 11 1. 5 _ 29
12 1. 6 30. 1 13 1. 7 31

. 0 14 1, 8 32

. lc 15 1. 9 33

. 2 16 2. 0 34

. 3 17 etc.
. 4

From Segel (109).

14

Substituting the values from the tests for the-first student,
in the equation gives us the following:

.474 (71)+.192 (107) .138 (51) +.015 (160)+24.5=Yd
or 33.7+ 20.5 .7+ 2.4+24.5 =:Xrd=-- 13.0

Similarly, the values for the other students have béen Cal-
culated for this equation and for the other three prediction
equations. Table XXIX gives the values in the 4 predic-
tion equations after substitution of the test scores fu the
firpt 4 cases of the_56 _cases selected as aforementioned. The
predicted score, i.e., a predicted difference is given in the last
column of the table.

Since these predicted differences are regressed values they
'cannot be compared directly with thé differences actually
found. However, rank placement comparisons may be made.
Comparisons f6r all 56 cases mentioned were made. The
number of times the predicted 11110 actual differences were
above or below the mean and the mimber of times 'the pre-

.

dieted and actual scores were on opposite sides of the me4n
were counted. By chance aleue the number of cases in each
category would be 50 percent. It was found that about 70
percent of the cases for these four equations were correctly

lassified. This is in accordance with the relationship
indicated by the multiple correlation% coefficients.
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TABLE XXIX. Table showing cakulations for the' first 4 cases on thefirst 2 prediction equations

ECONOMIOS AND HISTORY

tuszInnt
V A

T.B
E C

.474 Xi
-33. 7

43. 6
-38. 9-42. 1

+.192X3 - .138 11
+20. 5 -. 7
+26. 9 -1. 1
+31. 9 -1.0
+32. 3 -2. 6

+.015X4
+2. 4
+3. 2
+4. 3 .

+2. 6

LANGLTAGE AND ECONOMICS

Student__
y A
E.Bri.. _ _

T.B. _ _ _ _

E.C__ _ _

.391 XI
27. 8
38. 0
32. 1
35. 6

-.371 XI
-39. 7
-51 9
-61. 0
-62. 3

+.012X4
+1.9

+.018.rs
+5. 8

+2. 5 +6. 1

+1. 1 +. 5
+2. 1 +6. 1

+24. 5

+24. 5
+24. 5
+24. 5

+.044 X4
. +5. 3

+1. 4
+4. 1
+4. 2

+26. 4 -Ira
+26. 4 -27. 5
+26. 4 us 20. 6

'+26.4 -2. 7
+26. 4 -12. 3

From Segel (1(s ).

The method of success prediction for the first student ofour 56 cases has been illustrated graphically.
The accuracy of the prediction made by the differentialprediction method can be determined in an individual cáseby comparing the predicted difference with its probable error.As better measures are used this method of differentialprediction will become more and more useful. With theprediction hems used in this study many of the predictionsure of value. Where there is room for doubt other corrobora-tive evidence in the form of scholastic success, expressedinterests, etc., can be useceko give, some accuracy to the guid-ance of a student.
The probable error given herein is an average value and isapplicable to each one of the differencesof the total population.It is to be noted that if we deliberately choofie differences froma population because of some particular quality suth as ihepicking out of especially large differences in one direction theprobable error is too small or too -large (Kelley (71), pp.184-80.,
The differential prediction for V.A,, the first stpdent onthe list, is shown iii the figure). This shows no reliable differ-entiation as between eciinomics and history since the pre-dicted score of 13 is only i point below the mean, and theprobable error is 1.7. Thedifferentiationin favor ofeconomicsas opposed to languages is fdirly significant because thp pre-- dieted score is 9.5 above the mean of 27.5 which is 3.3 times
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a

the P.E. There is a differentiation in favor. of physical
science over languages of 3.8 which is about 2% drabs the
P.E. of 1.48. This differentiatimi can be considered as
indicating a possibility of being better in physical science
than in languages. The differentiation of history and physical
science in favor of history is quite marked since the pre-
dieted score is 7.4 below the mean which is more than 4
times the P.E., of 1.79. From a study of the pattern of
prediction presented one can go further and indicate the

Economics Languages unouves History and
and History and fxdriomics and Pitisitt. Science Physical Science

,

24 se 15
Httory %Economics

re

Z2 26/ Nik., 26 23

20
- A4

'%..,,
. 2,1

le
ui ,/ L2 /I ig

32

so %.30
17

d.le P 20 b, 17/ 18 is __ 1 s14
Mean Line \

12 111 16 13
.

SO 14. 14 Nk.

e Il 12 9

tO 10 1/

4 a e . 5
tn Favor of Economncs

Z Languor6 3

O 4 4 1

noun 4.D1fferential prediotioi for V. A.

probable arrangement of the four subjects as to success in
them in a descending ,order as follows: Economics, history,
physical scienci, and languages.

Another later study (Segel, 108) on the same level but
using the Strong inUirest blank, the American Council on
Eduoatioi psychological examination, and the parts of the
Iowa High School content examination was made. In this
study the relationship between each of these tests and the
differences between marks in certain subject groups were
obtained. These are given in table M.
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TABLz XXX.Zero order correlation coefficients between the scores onvarious prediction factors and differencerbetween marks in certain collegesubject groups (differential prediction correlation coefficients)1Gib

Memnon 111 marks between

1

EnglishLanguages (82 cases)l4gtzess3)Mathematics and science

History 41 oases)
Matbema and scienoe (85cases)

EnglisbiHistory (42 sane)
Mathematics and scienceHistory (44cases)

Iowa
English

I iOrs t
2

lows
maths-
matte

a

Iowa .

science

4

Iowa6
tory and

social
science

6

3 4 s s
." _

+.38 +.42 4.14 -I-. 2

.27 . 87 . 26 .0.38 +.02 +.07
+.09 . 25 . 12 4-. 1.00 +.14 +. 21 . 0

.09 +. 39 +.3$ . 1

0

2
6

Ditterenoes in marks between
-

r....r---
.

Strong
engi-
neer-
ing
8

.
Strong
medi-
cline

7

Strong
law

8

Strong
life in-

!nuance

9
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personnel
manag

ment
10

Strong
priming-
ing agent

11

4
1

-
'7 8 II 11 lts
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The differential prediction coefficients in this study wereobtained by the use of foimula (38)
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since the direct correlations luid been calculated for a studyof0 direct prediction.
This table bears close examination. The results with theAmerican Council test gives a differential meaning to itascores in favor of English ;11 ages,' +.23; Ent'lishmatheznatics and, science, +.14) and history (lan-

'history, mathematics and scieire---hiitory,.21) as opposed to languages on the one hand and mathe-matics and science on the other, but does not show a differ-
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ential as between English and history (Englishhistory )
.07).
The English literature test results give a differential in

favor of English over languages ( .36) ; mathematics and
science' over languages ( .27) ; mathematics gives a dif-
ferential prediction párticularly well as between mathematics
and science marks as opposed to languages, English, and
history ( .37, .25, +.39). Similarly each of these tests
may be analyzed to discover its particular value in predicting
differential success. The probable errors for these coefficients
are substantial, so 4hat the smaller coefficients cannot be
considered too seriously.

Although many of these coefficients may be of sufficient
size to be taken into account in theoretical discussions, each
of them (with one possible exception) may be considered to
have -little value as an individual correlation coefficient to
be used for.purposes of guidance. An examination óf table
XXX indicates that the first criterion, English-languages
had very few correlation coefficients of any magnitude.

This difference criterion was omitted from our further con-
sideration. The other criteria seemed to have possibilities
in this connection. The multiple correlation ,coefficients
indicating the efficiency of predicting these five "criteria were
obtained using those factors in each cute which had a signif-
ica,nt relationship with the criterion. These results (given
in table XXXI) show that these factors when combined do
have important relationships to the criteria. It is to be
remembered that these criteria consist of teachers' marks
which in turn have been based on various marks and ratingsi
mostly subjective, made by the teacher on a scale of five points.

TABLE X XXI.--Muitipls "correlation coefficients for A. prediction of
differences in college marks using various factors 1

Criterion (Mennen la marks) I Factors

1. Iowa English literature...-.
2. lows mathematics_

Languages, mathematic, and elesse. & Iowa seines.
& Strong engfnesring.
S. Strong kw
9. Strong life inourance.

I From Seed OW

trite
don co-
efficient

14.
A

1
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TABLE correlation coefficients for the prediction ofdifferences in college marks using various factorsContinued

Oriterion (difference in marks) Factors

p.

Languages, history... _

411,

English, mathematics, and science__

English, history

Mathematics and science, history______

M aid*
corte
don co-
efficient

American Council .
2. Iowa English literature
5 Iowa history and social science_
6 Strong engineering

10. Strong personnel management... _i
3. Iowa mathematics
6. Strong engineering
8. Strong law

10. Strong purchaaiw agsnL

t. Iowa science
6 Strong engineering-

U. Strong purchasing agent_

1

1. American CounciL
3. lewt mathematics
4 Iowa science
6. Strong engineering

10. Strong purchasing agent

1

1

. 40

. 4

. 72

The American Council psychological examination wasanalyzed (Segel and Gerberich, 112) for its possible use indifferentiating the ability of students to do work in thespecific subjects of English, foreign languages, anstmathe-matics. This was done by calculating differential correlationcoefficients between scores on the various parts of the Ameri-can Couicil test and differences between college marks inEnglish, foreign languages, and mathematics. These wereall found to be low. The correlations varied in value suffi-ciently to show that different parts of the American Counciltest measured somewhat different traits.
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